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Values of Physical Constants
Constant

Symbol

SI Units

“Neutron” Units

Speed of light

c

3.00 × 108 m s-1

Electron charge

e

1.60 × 10-19 C

Boltzmann’s constant

kB

1.38 × 10-23 J K-1

0.086 meV K-1

6.63 × 10-34 J s
1.06 × 10-34 J s

4.14 × 10-12 meV s
6.58 × 10-13 meV s

Planck’s constant

h
h/2π = ħ

Avogadro’s number

NA

6.02 × 1023 mol-1

Electron mass

me

9.11 × 10-31 kg

Proton mass

mp

1.67 × 10-27 kg

Bohr magneton

μB = eħ/2me

9.27 × 10-24 J T-1

Nuclear magneton

μN = eħ/2mp

5.05 × 10-27 J T-1

Properties of the Neutron
mass, mn

1.67 × 10-27 kg

charge

0

spin

1/2

magnetic moment

-1.913 μN

Relations between units
1 meV = 1.6 × 10-22 J = 0.24 THz = 8.1 cm-1 = 11.6 K
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Preface
The aim of this course is to provide students who are just starting
work in neutron scattering with practical experience of running
neutron scattering experiments. Beam time on both reactor and
accelerator sources is very valuable and greatly sought after by
scientists throughout the world. In such an intense situation a mistake
that ruins an experiment cannot be afforded and hence there is little
scope for the newcomer to the field to gain hands-on experience. This
course is the only time in a neutron scattering career where it is
possible to safely learn by making mistakes.
The course is constructed so as to provide an introduction to the
practicalities of running neutron scattering experiments, especially
those performed on a pulsed neutron source. Much of it is intended to
be similar in structure to a university undergraduate practical, and it
is divided into a series of experiments which explore various aspects
of neutron scattering. The course is not meant to be a complete selfcontained introduction to neutron scattering as this would be take
considerably longer than one week, but it attempts to provide
foundations and to introduce ideas that will be built upon in
subsequent practical work.
We have attempted to make the course as practical as we can.
Whenever possible the work will be based around experimental work
on the instruments and the analysis of real neutron data. The
theoretical side of neutron scattering is already covered in other
courses and workshops such as the Oxford School of Neutron
Scattering.
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Introduction to Neutron
Scattering
ed. S M Bennington
The neutron is a powerful probe for the study of
condensed matter, and has significant advantages
over other forms of radiation in the study of
microscopic structure and dynamics. Neutron
scattering gives detailed information about the
microscopic behaviour of condensed matter, playing
a major role in shaping the experimental and
theoretical understanding of materials ranging from
magnetism and superconductivity to chemical
surfaces and interfaces.

The Neutron
S.M. Bennington
The neutron is a powerful

A neutron is an uncharged (electri-

results of using simple neutron sources

probe for the study of

cally neutral) subatomic particle with mass

had indicated that neutron beams could

condensed matter, and has

1,839 times that of the electron. Neutrons

be used for studying solid bodies and

significant advantages

are stable when bound in an atomic

liquids. However, there were many difficul-

over other forms of

nucleus, whilst having a mean lifetime of

ties to be overcome before these possibili-

radiation in the study of

approximately 1000 seconds as a free

ties could be realised.

microscopic structure and

particle. The neutron and the proton form

dynamics. Neutron

nearly the entire mass of atomic nuclei, so

awarded to Bertram Brockhouse and Clifford

scattering gives detailed

they are both called nucleons.

Shull for their pioneering contributions to the

information about the

Some History

microscopic behaviour of

At the end of the second World War

condensed matter, playing
a major role in shaping the
experimental and
theoretical understanding

The 1994 Nobel Prize in Physics was

development of neutron scattering techniques
for studies of condensed matter: for the
development of the neutron diffraction and

researchers in the USA gained access to

neutron spectroscopy techniques. In simple

the large neutron fluxes that even rela-

terms, they helped answer the questions of

tively modest nuclear reactors were

where atoms “are” and of what atoms “do”.

capable of delivering. Neutrons had then

of materials ranging from

been known as building blocks in the

magnetism and

atomic nucleus for more than a decade

superconductivity to
chemical surfaces and
interfaces.

Why use neutrons?
Neutrons scatter from materials by

(Nobel Prize to Chadwick in 1935 for their

interacting with the nucleus of an atom rather

discovery). Enrico Fermi showed in 1942

than the electron cloud. This means that the

that neutrons from fission of the uranium

scattering power (cross-section) of an atom is

nucleus could support a controlled chain

not strongly related to its atomic number,

reaction. He had earlier made the impor-

unlike X-rays where the scattering power

tant discovery that slowed-down or thermal

increases in proportion to the number of

neutrons show a much greater inclination

electrons in the atom.

to react than fast ones do (Nobel Prize,

This has three advantages:

1938). It is the special properties of these

1) it is easier to sense light atoms, such as

slow neutrons that make them suitable for

hydrogen, in the presence of heavier

detecting the positions and movements of

ones,

atoms. Even before the entry of the
nuclear reactors into the research arena,

2) neighbouring elements in the periodic
table generally have substantially
different scattering cross sections and
can be distinguished,

Fig. 0.1 Rutherford and

3) the nuclear dependence of scattering

Chadwick.

allows isotopes of the same element to
have substantially different scattering
lengths for neutrons. Isotopic substitution can be used to label different parts
of the molecules making up a material.
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We can list the properties of the neutron

Neutrons have wavelengths similar to

that make it so useful:

atomic spacings, permitting diffraction
measurements to be performed.

The interaction of a neutron with the

Neutrons produced at ISIS cover a wide

nucleus of an atom is weak, (but not

wavelength range, typically from 0.05 to

negligible) making them a highly

20 Å. Diffraction experiments range in

penetrating probe. This allows the

length-scale from directly probing the

investigation of the interior of materi-

wavefunction of the hydrogen atom to

als, rather than the surface layers

the low-resolution study of macromol-

probed by techniques such as X-ray

ecules.

scattering, electron microscopy or
optical methods. This feature also
makes the use of complex sample
environments such as cryostats, furnaces and pressure cells quite routine,
and enables the measurement of bulk
processes under realistic conditions.
Because of their weak interaction,
neutrons are a non-destructive probe,
even for complex and delicate biological or polymeric samples.

Neutrons are spin-½ particles and
therefore have a magnetic moment
that can couple directly to spatial and
temporal variations of the magnetisation of materials on an atomic scale.
Unlike other forms of radiation,
neutrons are ideally suited to the study
of microscopic magnetism, magnetic
structures and short wavelength
magnetic fluctuations. The crosssections for magnetic scattering and

Neutron energies are similar to the

scattering from the chemical structure

energies of atomic and electronic

are fortunately of the same magnitude,

processes, i.e. in the µeV to eV range,

permitting the simultaneous measure-

allowing energy scales from the µeV of

ment of the magnetic and chemical

quantum tunnelling, through molecu-

behaviour of materials.

aaa

lar translations, rotations, vibrations
and lattice modes, to eV transitions

Mass

mN=1.67 x 10-27 kg

within the electronic structure of

Charge

0

Spin

1/2

materials to be probed.

Magnetic Moment

n

= -1.9

Fig. 0.2 The size of the circles
illustrates the cross-sections for

N

x-ray and neutron scattering.
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Neutron Sources
A.C. Hannon
Reactor Sources Of Neutrons

tude to the interatomic separations in

Conventionally, from the 1940s

materials. It is thus fortuitous that the

onwards, neutron diffraction experiments

process of moderation produces neutrons

were performed using a beam of neutrons

which, as well as being slowed down for

derived from a nuclear reactor in which

maintaining the fission reaction, also have

the neutrons are produced by the fission

a wavelength suitable for performing

of

neutron scattering experiments.

U nuclei. The cross-section for

235

neutron-induced fission of

A neutron spectrometer uses a

U is only high

235

for slow neutrons with energies in the milli

beam of neutrons which is obtained by

eV range, whereas the fast neutrons

viewing a moderator through a beam-tube

produced by fission have high energies in

or neutron guide which passes through

the Mega eV range. Hence, in order to

the shielding around the neutron source.

sustain the fission process, a reactor

Note that in practice the moderator used

includes a component, known as a mod-

as a source of neutrons for neutron

erator, which slows down the neutrons.

diffraction experiments at a reactor may

The neutrons undergo inelastic collisions

be separate from the moderator used to

with the nuclei in the moderator so that

slow the neutrons in order to maintain the

they are in thermal equilibrium at the

fission reaction. Fig 0.3 shows the neutron

temperature of the moderator. The

flux for three different moderators at the

moderator normally contains large num-

world’s pre-eminent reactor source of

bers of low mass nuclei (usually H or D)

neutrons, the Institut Laue-Langevin

because the energy transferred in the

(I.L.L.) in Grenoble, France (see Fig 0.4).

inelastic collisions is maximimised when

Reactor neutron sources produce a high

the mass of the colliding nucleus is as close

flux of thermal neutrons (E~25meV,

as possible to the neutron mass. The peak
flux within the moderator is at a neutron

E / meV

speed vp given by

0.1

1012

ISIS 25K H2
ILL 2000K graphite
ILL 300K D2O
ILL 25K D2

(0.1)

where T is the temperature of the modera-

at the ISIS accelerator. The

tor. For example a temperature of 290K

accelerator flux distribution is

corresponds to a neutron energy E of

adjusted by a factor 103 to

25meV, a neutron wavelength of 1.8Å, or a

represent the increased efficiency

neutron speed vp of 2200ms-1. In order to

for time-of-flight experiments due

perform a neutron diffraction experiment

to the pulse structure.

to study the atomic structure of condensed
matter it is necessary to use neutrons whose
wavelength is of a similar order of magni-

1014

1011

-1

for the liquid hydrogen moderator
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T~290K) and cold neutrons (E~1meV,

Interactions between the particle beam and

T~12K), but they have little flux at higher

the nuclei in the target produce high

epithermal energies (E~1eV, T~12000K).

energy neutrons which are then slowed

This is a consequence of the fact that a

down by a moderator.

reactor can only produce neutrons which

The earlier accelerator-based

are in thermal equilibrium with a modera-

neutron sources from the 1960s and 1970s

tor and there are practical limitations on

use an electron linac to accelerate an

the maximum temperature of the modera-

electron beam to relativistic energies

tor.

(~50MeV). The electron beam is fired at a
The neutron flux produced by a

dense target made of a heavy element,

normal nuclear reactor is unchanging with

usually uranium, and neutrons are pro-

time and covers a wide range of neutron

duced by a two-stage process. Firstly, the

wavelengths. In order to perform a most

electrons are slowed down extremely

neutron experiments it is necessary to

rapidly due to the strong interaction with

monochromate the neutron beam so that

the electromagnetic field of the target

it covers a narrow range of neutron

nuclei, producing a cascade of

wavelengths and the vast majority of the

bremsstrahlung photons. Secondly, some

flux from the source is lost at this stage.

of these photons go on to produce neutrons by photo-neutron reactions where

Accelerator-Based Sources Of
Neutrons

the photon excites a target nucleus which
subsequently decays with the emission of a

In more recent years neutron experi-

neutron. Of order 20 electrons must be

ments have increasingly come to be

accelerated for each neutron produced.

performed using sources of neutrons

More recent accelerator-based

which are based on a particle accelerator.

neutron sources use a linear accelerator,

A beam of charged particles is accelerated

usually together with a synchrotron, to

to a high energy and then fired at a target.

accelerate a beam of protons to a high

Guide hall 2
ADAM
D22

EVA

Fig. 0.4 The layout of the

ILL Instruments

PF1

reactor and the neutron scattering
instrumentation at the ILL

IN15

reactor.

IN16

IN14

D4

D3

Guide hall 1

PN3
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IN5

D17

IN1

IN6

D9
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D11
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S20
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Reac tor hall
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S51
S34
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IN3
D23

IN13
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T17
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Three-axis spectrometer
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energy (~800MeV). The proton beam is

wavelengths for neutron scattering, in the

fired at a heavy metal target (made for

same way as for a reactor neutron source.

example of tantalum, uranium or tungsten)

However, in order that the moderation

and neutrons are produced by the spalla-

process does not broaden the pulsed time

tion process. Spallation is a violent interac-

structure of the neutron flux too much,

tion between the proton and the target

the moderator must be relatively small.

nucleus which results primarily in the

(Also note that, unlike a reactor, the

emission of neutrons, but also a variety of

process of moderation plays no role in the

light nuclear fragments. In effect the

production of neutrons at an accelerator-

protons chip pieces off the target nuclei

based source.) This has the consequence

and each proton produces of order 15

that the neutrons produced by an accelera-

neutrons for a non-fissile target (or about

tor-based source are under-moderated and

25 neutrons for a fissile target).

there are many more high-energy,

Accelerator-based sources are

epithermal neutrons than for a reactor

usually pulsed (typically with a pulse

source. Fig 0.3 also shows the neutron flux

repetition rate of order 50Hz) and so they

for a moderator at the world’s most

produce a pulsed neutron flux which is

intense pulsed neutron source, the ISIS

ideally suited to the time-of-flight neutron

spallation neutron source at the Ruther-

diffraction technique. This technique

ford Appleton Laboratory, UK (see

involves measuring the time-of-flight t

Fig 0.5).

taken for a neutron to travel the total
flight path L from the moderator to the
detector, via the sample. On the assumption of elastic scattering (i.e. initial and
final neutron energies are the same, Ei=Ef)
then
t

(or t

252.82 L

mn
L ,
h

(0.2)

in the convenient units of

µsec, metres and Ångstroms respectively)
and it is thus straightforward to determine
the neutron wavelength. The use of the
time-of-flight technique removes the need
to monochromate the neutron beam and
thus, even though the raw flux produced
initially by an accelerator-based source is
much less than that produced by a reactor
source, the final flux available for scattering experiments is of a comparable order
of magnitude (see Fig 0.3).
The moderator at an acceleratorbased neutron source is used to slow the
neutrons down so that they have suitable
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illustrates the physical principles behind

background (at best ~3-5 counts per hour)

the operation of an ideal scintillator

and a good stability. In practice modern

material. The absorption of a neutron by a

neutron diffractometers often use multi-

6

wire detectors, where a large number of

energy to be deposited in the scintillator

anodes are contained within a single

material, resulting in the excitation of

envelope, in order to cover a larger solid

electrons from the valence band into the
ROTAX

rate. Also resistive-wire position-sensitive

PRISMA

VESUVIO

KARMEN

angle and hence obtain a higher count

Li nucleus causes a large amount of

SANDALS

MAPS

detectors have a very low instrinsic detector

conduction band. An excited electron can
bind together with a hole to form an
Fig. 0.5 The layout of the

tions where it is useful to be able to deter-

lattice. When the exciton reaches an

neutron source and the

mine the position along the length of the

impurity activator atom (Ce for the glass

neutron scattering instrumen-

scintillator, or Ag for the ZnS scintillator)

tation at the ISIS spallation

it becomes trapped and then it recom-

neutron source.

target stations at ISIS, and

geometries and shapes. Furthermore it is

gap of the scintillator material, the photon

difficult to make the active elements small,

emitted has an energy less than the band

which is advantageous for good

gap and can pass through the material

gas detector technology to be applied is

RIKEN PROJECT

HET

activator atoms have levels within the band

the micro-strip detector. In a micro-strip

material. Such detectors have a high

detector the metal anode is replaced by a

neutron detection efficiency (comparable

semi-conducting glass plate on which very

to or even exceeding that of a gas detector),

thin metallic strips are engraved by

but also a very high gamma sensitivity (0.02

photolithographic means. In this way, the

at 1MeV), a large instrinsic detector

limitations on the size and shape of gas

background (~150 counts per minute) and

detector elements may be overcome in the

a poor stability. Thus neutron diffraction

without absorption.

at ISIS were based on the lithium glass

future.

Scintillator Detectors
The aim with a scintillator detector
is to combine the neutron absorbing
phosphor so that the reaction products
from the capture of a neutron strike the
phosphor and produce a light flash which
is then detected by a photomultiplier tube

principles behind the operation
of a scintillator material.

800 MeV
SYNCHROTRON

element intimately with a scintillating

Fig 0.5: The physical

70 MeV H - Linac

MuSR

The early scintillator detectors used

HEP Test Beam

EMU

DEVA

HRPD

The most recent development in

instrumentation around the
neutron sources

element take up more complex

diffractometer resolution.

the neutron scattering

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

OSIRIS

LOQ

Fig. 0.5 The layout of the 2

bines to give out a flash of light. Since the
IRIS

PEARL

ENGIN-X

sive and it is difficult to make the active

VESTA

GEM

Gas detectors are relatively expen-

TOSCA
POLARIS

MARI

detector where a neutron is detected.

SURF
CRISP

exciton which propagates through the

SXD

detectors are sometimes used for applica-

(see Fig 0.5(b)).
There are two types of scintillator
material in common use for neutron
detection: 6Li/Ce glass scintillator and
granular ZnS(Ag)/6Li scintillator. Fig 0.6
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Neutron Detectors
S.M. Bennington & A.C. Hannon
The single most important

The three most important reactions

The anode then collects electrons from the

component of a neutron

for neutron detection involve the He, B

ionisation and an electrical signal is

instrument is the detector

and Li nuclei;

produced. Although BF3 is cheaper than

3

10

6

array. The lack of a charge

3
2

on the neutron means that

10
5

it cannot directly create an
electrical signal in a

6
3

detector. Instead the

1
0

n

3
1

B 01 n

7
3

He

Li

1
0

n

4
2

He, it is little used now because it is less

3

H 11 p 0.770MeV

Li

4
2

He

3
2

He 2.3MeV

efficient and the gas is toxic. An advantage
(0.3)

ing because the triton produced when a

He 4.79MeV

Generally the efficiency of detection of

neutron must be made to

neutrons of wavelength λ by a detector of

undergo a nuclear reaction

thickness x, containing a number density

which subsequently leads

of using 3He gas is that it is self-regeneratneutron is absorbed undergoes beta decay
with a half-life of 12.33 years to produce
another 3He nucleus;

nv of absorbing atoms with neutron

to an electrical signal.

absorption cross-section

abs

3
1H

, may be

expressed as

3
2 He

e

e

18.6KeV

(0.6)

Gas detectors have a pulse height distribution in which the signal due to gamma rays

Efficiency

1 exp

nv x

abs

(0.4)

where ε is the fraction of absorption events

is well separated from the neutron signal.
Hence the detector electronics can be

which result in an output pulse from the

made to discriminate very well against

detector. Usually the absorption cross-

gamma rays, leading to a very low gamma ray

section used in detection is proportional to

sensitivity (~10-8 at 1MeV). Furthermore gas

the neutron wavelength (a so-called 1/v
cross-section);
Fig 0.5: Schematic of a) a gas

Anode at High Voltage
abs

detector and b) a scintillator

where

detector.

0
abs

0
abs

(0.5)

neu
tron

3 He

or BF3 gas

+

is a constant. For good perform-

ance the ideal neutron detector should
have a high neutron detection efficiency, a
low intrinsic detector background, a low

Earthed Metal Casing
High Voltage

(a)

sensitivity to non-neutron events (particuDiscriminator

larly gamma rays), a good stability and a
short dead-time.

Output

Gas Detectors
A simple gas detector consists of a
sealed metal tube, which contains either

Detector Material and Scintillator

He or BF3 gas under pressure (typically 10

3

bar), with a high voltage thin wire anode
along its axis (see Fig 0.6(a)). When a

neu
tron

neutron is absorbed the energetic recoil
particles produce ionisation in the gas.
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(b)
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detectors have a very low instrinsic detector

illustrates the physical principles behind

background (at best ~3-5 counts per hour)

the operation of an ideal scintillator

and a good stability. In practice modern

material. The absorption of a neutron by a

neutron diffractometers often use multi-

6

wire detectors, where a large number of

energy to be deposited in the scintillator

anodes are contained within a single

material, resulting in the excitation of

envelope, in order to cover a larger solid

electrons from the valence band into the

angle and hence obtain a higher count

conduction band. An excited electron can

rate. Also resistive-wire position-sensitive

bind together with a hole to form an

detectors are sometimes used for applica-

exciton which propagates through the

tions where it is useful to be able to deter-

lattice. When the exciton reaches an

mine the position along the length of the

impurity activator atom (Ce for the glass

detector where a neutron is detected.

scintillator, or Ag for the ZnS scintillator)

Gas detectors are relatively expen-

Li nucleus causes a large amount of

it becomes trapped and then it recom-

sive and it is difficult to make the active

bines to give out a flash of light. Since the

element take up more complex

activator atoms have levels within the band

geometries and shapes. Furthermore it is

gap of the scintillator material, the photon

difficult to make the active elements small,

emitted has an energy less than the band

which is advantageous for good

gap and can pass through the material

diffractometer resolution.

without absorption.

The most recent development in
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The early scintillator detectors used

gas detector technology to be applied is

at ISIS were based on the lithium glass

the micro-strip detector. In a micro-strip

material. Such detectors have a high

detector the metal anode is replaced by a

neutron detection efficiency (comparable

semi-conducting glass plate on which very

to or even exceeding that of a gas detector),

thin metallic strips are engraved by

but also a very high gamma sensitivity (0.02

photolithographic means. In this way, the

at 1MeV), a large instrinsic detector

limitations on the size and shape of gas

background (~150 counts per minute) and

detector elements may be overcome in the

a poor stability. Thus neutron diffraction

Fig 0.5: The physical
principles behind the operation
of a scintillator material.

future.

Scintillator Detectors
The aim with a scintillator detector
is to combine the neutron absorbing
element intimately with a scintillating
phosphor so that the reaction products
from the capture of a neutron strike the
phosphor and produce a light flash which
is then detected by a photomultiplier tube
(see Fig 0.5(b)).
There are two types of scintillator
material in common use for neutron
detection: 6Li/Ce glass scintillator and
granular ZnS(Ag)/6Li scintillator. Fig 0.6

13

results obtained using lithium glass
scintillator detectors can suffer from
background and absolute normalisation
problems. More recent scintillator detectors are almost always based on ZnS. This
gives a high neutron detection efficiency
(comparable to or even exceeding that of
a gas detector), a low gamma sensitivity (at
best ~ 10-8 at 1MeV), a low intrinsic detector
background (at best ~ 12 counts per hour)
and a much improved stability.
One of the advantages of scintillator
detectors is that a high efficiency can be
obtained in a small thickness of material
because a higher density of absorbing
atoms can be achieved than is possible with
a gas detector. This can be of particular
importance for achieving a large efficiency
for the detection of higher energy neutrons, for which the absorption cross-section
is relatively small. Another advantage of
scintillator detectors is that a high degree
of flexibility can be achieved in terms of the
size and geometry of the active component.
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Neutron Diffraction
ed. A C Hannon
Neutron diffraction provides information on the
location of atoms within a sample, which may be a
single crystal, a polycrystalline powder, a glass, a
liquid or even a gas. Single crystal diffraction and
powder diffraction may be used to reveal the
positions of the atoms within the unit cell of a
crystalline material. For a disordered material, total
diffraction is used to determine the atomic
correlation function. Neutron diffraction also
provides information on the location and orientation
of the magnetic moments in a magnetic material.
Neutron diffraction is of use for the study of physical
phenomena within a sample, as well as for studying
the atomic structure itself

1

Introduction to Neutron Diffraction
Ron I Smith
Neutrons have wavelike properties, giving
rise to diffraction
phenomena.

The wave-like properties of the neutron

regular array of atoms in the material

were first demonstrated, by means of

produce a diffraction pattern characteristic

diffraction, by Mitchell and Powers in 1936.

to that material. Measurement and analysis

The neutrons were provided by a radium-

of this diffraction pattern allows the

beryllium source surrounded by paraffin

locations of the atoms in the material to be

wax to act as a moderator (Fig. 2.1). Sixteen

determined.

single crystals of MgO, mounted around

In a diffraction measurement we use

the circumerference of a cylinder, were

Bragg’s Law,

inclined at 22° to the incident and

nλ = 2d sinθ ,

(2.1)

scattered beam channels to satisfy the

which treats the scattering process in terms

Bragg condition for 1.6 Å neutrons, and a

of reflection from planes of atoms

change in intensity at the detector was

(Fig. 2.2). When the path length

noted when the crystals were rotated away

difference between waves scattered from

from the Bragg angle.

successive layers of atoms is a whole

When a beam of radiation is incident on a
crystalline sample, interference effects

number of wavelengths, constructive
interference gives rise to Bragg Reflections

between wavefronts scattered from the

Fig. 2.1 Mitchell and Powers’
first demonstration of neutron

MgO single crystals
mounted around
cylindrical circumference

Ra-Be
source

Detector

diffraction.

Absorber

D.P.Mitchell and P.N.Powers,
Phys. Rev. 50(1936)486.

= 22°
Paraffin
moderator
Cd shield
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only in certain well-defined directions. If a

A typical thermal neutron with a velocity of

single crystal sample is placed in the beam,

2200 ms-1 has an energy E = 25 meV (given

then scattered beams are observed in any

by its kinetic energy, ½ mv2) and a

direction for which Bragg’s Law is satisfied

wavelength λ = 1.8 Å. Thus, neutron

by some set of Bragg planes.

diffraction experiments can be used to

Therefore, knowing the wavelength, λ, and

investigate crystal structures in a manner

the angle between the transmitted and

analogous to X ray diffraction.

scattered beam directions, 2θ, we can

In an X-ray or electron diffraction

calculate the interplanar d-spacings, and

experiment the radiation is scattered by

hence determine the dimensions and

the electrons surrounding the nuclei and

symmetry of the unit cell.

an electron density map is obtained, from

From the de Broglie relationship,

which the positions of the nuclei can be

λ = h / mv

(2.2)

deduced. Neutrons, however, are scattered

it can be seen that neutrons with thermal

by the nuclei themselves, and thus a

energies have associated wavelengths of

neutron diffraction experiment gives a

the order of interatomic separations.

direct measurement of nuclear positions.

2d sin = n

Fig. 2. Bragg’s Law constructive interference occurs
when nλ=2dsinθ.

d
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Powder Diffraction
Ron I Smith
The Powder Diffraction Technique

Powder diffraction
reveals the locations of

reflection hk there will always be a finite
number of planes inclined at the correct

the atoms in the unit

When a set of planes hk in an

cell of a crystal.

appropriately oriented single crystal satisfy

Bragg angle. However, because the
orientation of these crystallites around the

the Bragg condition, the scattered
radiation will emerge from the crystal in a
well-defined direction. By placing a
detector in the path of the scattered beam
it is possible to measure the intensity of
that reflection. Moving the detector or

incident beam is not fixed, the scattered
radiation emerges not as a single, narrow
beam but as a continuous cone of
intensity, the axis of which lies along the
incident beam direction (figure 2.3).

crystal (or both) will then cause other sets

Moreover, because the crystallites are

of planes to satisfy the Bragg condition,

oriented randomly, discrete cones of

allowing one to measure the intensities of

scattered radiation will be produced

any number of Bragg reflections.

simultaneously for all reflections hk .

In the case of a polycrystalline (powder)
material, the sample can be considered to
be a very large number of small, randomly

A powder diffraction pattern, containing
information on the intensities of a large
number of reflections, can be recorded

oriented single crystals, such that for any

2 3

Fig. 2.3 Diffraction from a

2 4

polycrystalline (powder) sample

2 1

forms cones of scattered intensity
of half angles 2θ1, 2θ2, 2θ3, 2θ4,
etc., the intensities of which

incident beam

can be measured by a
suitable detector.

2 2

(bottom)

(schematic) a photographic
film placed around the sample
records the diffraction pattern
as a series of lines of varying
intensity.
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simply by measuring the scattering over a

beam containing neutrons of many

range in 2θ.

different wavelengths. The neutrons travel

Nowadays there are powder
diffractometers at all neutron and
synchrotron facilities around the world. In
general, the designs of instruments
constructed on both steady-state reactor
neutron sources and synchrotrons have
been very similar to those of conventional
laboratory diffractometers. More recently,
however, with the advent of pulsed neutron
sources (both accelerator driven, such as
ISIS in the UK and IPNS and LANSCE in
the USA, and a pulsed reactor source at
Dubna, Russia), white beam techniques
using time-of-flight methods have been
developed.
Conventional diffraction experiments,
either on laboratory or synchrotron X-ray
sources or at reactor neutron sources, use a
monochromatic beam of radiation of
known wavelength, λ, incident on the
sample. The scattered radiation is
measured as a function of scattering angle,
2θ, either by step scanning a small detector
or by using a large position sensitive
detector (PSD) covering a range of
scattering angles.
By contrast, in time-of flight diffraction the
sample is irradiated with a pulsed “white”

a known distance, L, from the source to
the sample to the (fixed) detector, which is
positioned at an angle 2θ, and their arrival
times at the detector recorded. As the
neutron’s wavelength is related to its
momentum through the de Broglie
relationship it is then a straightforward
task to calculate the d-spacing. By
combining Bragg’s Law with the de Broglie
relationship (Equation 2.2), and
substituting values for Planck’s constant
and the neutron mass, we obtain the
expressions:
t

505.56 L sin d ,

or d 1.977 10 3 t L sin

(2.3)
1

,

(2.4)

where time-of-flight is measured in microseconds, flight path in metres and
d-spacing in Ångstrom units.
A fundamental feature of the time-of-flight
technique is its ability to measure a
complete diffraction pattern using a
single, fixed detector. In practice, in order
to reduce counting times time-of-flight
diffractometers typically contain large
numbers of detectors, arranged into a

Module

series of different banks, each bank havingNeutron
its own characteristic resolution, d-spacing
range and count rate. During an
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Fig. 2.4 A complete diffraction

which is completely free of Bragg

I

reflections from the sample containment

patterm can be collected in a

apparatus. The most common example of

single, fixed detector using the

this technique places the detectors at a

time-of-flight technique.

t

Detector

dhkl

fixed scattering angle of 2θ = 90° (figure
2.5).
The fundamental differences between

L2

diffractometers at pulsed and steady-state
sources has several consequence for the

2

hkl

L1

experiment data are accumulated over a
sufficient number of neutron pulses from
the source until the diffraction pattern is
of the desired statistical accuracy.
The ability to collect a complete diffraction
pattern in a single detector is particularly
useful when studying materials in nonambient conditions (e.g. under extremes
of pressure and/or temperature). By
placing suitable collimation along the
incident and scattered beam directions it
is possible to collect a diffraction pattern

diffraction pattern. Consider first the
neutron source itself. Pulsed spallation
neutron sources, such as ISIS, produce a
flux rich in much higher energy, shorter
wavelength neutrons than is possible at
reactor sources. This allows
diffractometers on spallation sources to
measure very small d-spacings without
reaching the “sinθ limit”: from Bragg’s Law
(Equation 2.2) it is obvious that the
smallest d-spacing that can be measured on
a constant wavelength instrument is given
by dmin = λ/2 (assuming that the detector
can be placed at 2θ = 180°). On a
spallation source, very small d-spacings are
measured using the very highest energy,
shortest wavelength neutrons emerging

Fig. 2.5 A 90° geometry
together with suitable collimation
prevents scattering from complex

from the moderator.
The design of the diffractometer also gives

sample environment apparatus

rise to a fundamental difference between

from reaching the detectors.
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the resolution functions of constant

of-flight method serves to minimise peak

wavelength and time-of-flight instruments.

overlap at shorter d-spacings, where the

With a time-of-flight diffractometer at a

density of peaks is increasing.

spallation source, the resolution function

On a constant wavelength reactor

is,

diffractometer, typically the resolution is
d
d

t
t

2

L
L

½

2

cot

2

(2.5)

described as the variation of the Bragg
reflection FWHM with scattering angle

where Δd is the width of a reflection with d-

according to the Cagliotti function

spacing d (Figure 2.6).

(Figure 2.6),

The first term is the moderator source

2

broadening term and is approximately

FWHM 2
8log e 2

G.Cagliotti et al, Nucl. Instr.
Meth. in Phys. 3(1958)223.

U tan 2

V tan

W.

(2.6)

constant for a given moderator. The

Although there are many instrumental

second term arises from uncertainties in

factors, such as sample and

the flight path due to the finite sizes of the

monochromator geometry, contributing to

moderator, sample and detector and,

the parameters U, V and W, the basic form

again, will be constant for a given

of this expression dictates that, in contrast

measurement. The final term is the

to time-of-flight techniques, the reflection

angular dispersion term and arises

widths will increase with decreasing d-spacing

because the finite angular widths of the

(increasing 2θ).

moderator, sample and detector mean that
a spread in wavelengths satisfy the Bragg
condition for each reflection. This term will
dominate at low angles (large cotθ), but

A final difference in the appearances of
diffraction patterns collected on different
neutron sources lies in the shape of the
diffraction peaks. In general, except for

becomes vanishingly small at high (backscattering) angles.
D1a,

For a fixed detector, Equation 2.5

(Figure 2.6), meaning that smaller d-

d/d FWHM

effectively reduces to Δd/d = constant

Fig. 2.6 The resolution of high

= 1.39Å

D1a,

0.014

= 2.994Å

resolution (HRPD) and high flux
(Polaris) time-of-flight

0.010

Module
2:
diffractometers

0.006

Polaris, 2

spacings measured at shorter times-of-

Polaris, 2
0.002

145°

1

2

3

d-spacing /Å

4

at a pulsed

neutron Diffraction
source

compared with that of a high
168°

HRPD, 2

flight have narrower widths. Thus, the time-

Neutron
spallation

90°

5

resolution powder diffractometer
6

(D1a) at a reactor neutron source.
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reflections measured at very high and very

determine atomic positions, we must

low 2θ angles, the peak shape on a

measure the reflection intensities. The

constant wavelength instrument is

measured intensity of a Bragg reflection Ihk

symmetric. At a pulsed spallation source,

is proportional to the square of the

however, the reflection line shapes have a

structure factor, where the structure factor

noticeably asymmetric shape consisting

Fhk is calculated from the positions (xj ,yj ,zj)

of a sharp leading edge and a longer tail.

of all the j atoms in the unit cell as follows:

The sharp leading edge is a result of the

Fhk

very rapid initial build up of neutron flux as

n j f j exp 2 i hx j

exp

the high energy particle beam strikes the
target, while the longer extended tail

j

B j sin 2
2

ky j

zj

.

(2.7)

The fj are the atomic scattering factors,

arises from slowing down processes
occurring in the moderator. These shapes
are then convoluted with a symmetric
instrumental contribution to the resolution
to produce the characteristic line shape
shown in Figure 2.7.

which are different for neutron scattering
and for X-ray diffraction. In X-ray
diffraction measurements the radiation is
scattered by electrons in orbitals
surrounding the nucleus. Because the
distances between these electrons are of a
similar magnitude to X-ray wavelengths,

Fig. 2.7 Representation of the

the scattering power of an atom is strongly

components making up the

dependent on the scattering angle - this is

complex line-shape for time-of-

termed the form factor. Importantly, the

flight diffraction.
pulse
formation

moderator
decay

gaussian
instrumental
resolution

profile line
shape

nature of this interaction also means that
the X-ray scattering power of an atom (or

Structure Factor and Intensity
The positions of Bragg reflections allow us
to determine the dimensions of the unit

22
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ion) is related to its number of electrons light atoms such as H, Li or O have
scattering powers very much smaller that

cell in a crystalline material, i.e. the size of

those of heavier metals such as Fe, Au

the basic building block which makes up

and U.

the structure. However, in order to

With neutron diffraction, however, the

describe the crystal structure fully, i.e.

scattering process involves an interaction
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between the neutron and the atomic

Bj in the structure factor expression

nucleus over a distance very much shorter

(Equation 2.7) is the Debye-Waller

than the neutron’s wavelength. This

(temperature) factor and accounts for the

means that there is no form factor in

thermal motion of an atom. Vibrations of

neutron diffraction and the scattering

the atoms around their mean positions

power is dependent on properties of the

produces a slight phase mismatch between

nucleus itself. In neutron diffraction there

the scattered wavefronts and causes a

is an almost random variation in scattering

reduction in the intensities of all Bragg

power, termed the scattering length, with

reflections. The effect is most noticeable

atomic number (Figure 2.8). In many

at larger values of sinθ/λ (smaller d-

cases, elements adjacent to each other in

spacing).

the periodic table (and even different
isotopes of the same element) can have
vastly different neutron scattering lengths,
e.g. Fe and Co, and in some cases the
neutron scattering length is negative, e.g.
Li, Ti, Mn.

Several other factors can affect the
measured intensity of a Bragg reflection in
a powder diffraction pattern, including
absorption, extinction and preferred
orientation. The general expression for
the integrated intensity of a Bragg

(It should be mentioned here that in

reflection in a time-of-flight neutron

magnetic neutron diffraction, discussed

powder diffraction measurement is given

later, where the neutron spin interacts with

by (Buras and Gerward, 1975)

the unpaired spins of outer electrons, a
form factor does occur.)

I hk

Cryst. A 31(1975)372.

4

cI 0
Ehk

B.Buras and L.Gerward, Acta

Vs Ahk

j Fhk

2

cos
4Vc2 sin 2

,

(2.8)

where…

Dy
15

c =normalising constant (∝ counting time)
10

I0(λ)=incident neutron flux at wavelength λ

Fe

ε(λ)=detector efficiency at wavelength λ

Fig. 2.8 The variation in
neutron scattering length with

atomic number up to U (Z=92).
Ahk (λ)=attenuation coefficient for reflection hk Module
2:

5

Ehk (λ)=extinction coefficient for reflection hk

Sm

0
Li
H

-5
0

Ti
20

Vs=sample volume

Mn
40

60

80

Neutron

Vc=unit cell volume
j=reflection multiplicity
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Fhk =structure factor
2 θ=Bragg angle

Δθ=angular width of the detector

the problems associated with peak overlap
in a powder diffraction pattern by treating

Note that several of these factors (I0, ε, A

each point in the pattern as an individually

and E) are wavelength-dependent.

observed intensity. Through knowledge of
certain diffractometer parameters

The Rietveld Method

describing the reflection shape and width,
and sample parameters describing the

In traditional crystal structure analysis, a

positions and intensities of the reflections,

single crystal diffraction experiment (X ray

a powder diffraction profile can be

or neutron) is carried out and the structure

modelled. This model is then refined

factors calculated from the measured

against the experimentally observed data

intensities. Armed with structure factor

by least squares methods to obtain a best

information, a large number of techniques

fit.

are available for structure solution and

During Rietveld refinement the intensity

structure refinement. However, in many

at each point in the diffraction pattern is

cases, suitable single crystals are not

calculated using the expression

available and the material under

Yic

Yib

investigation is available only in
polycrystalline form. In high symmetry
materials with small unit cells the powder

k k2
k k1

Gik I k

,

(2.9)

where…
Yic= calculated intensity at point i in the
diffraction pattern

diffraction pattern may be free enough from

Y ib= background intensity at point i in the
diffraction pattern

reflection overlap to allow the extraction of

Gik = value of normalised peak profile function at
point i for reflection k

a sufficient number of integrated
intensities so that structure solution and

I k = Bragg intensity of reflection k
k=

k1 to k2 are the reflections contributing
intensity to point i

refinement can proceed by conventional

This technique allows a large amount of

routes. However, with many materials the

structural information to be extracted from

degree of reflection overlap in the powder

the intensities of overlapping reflections,

diffraction pattern is so severe that an

whether it is partial or complete overlap.

H.M.Rietveld,

alternative method is required.

However, an important distinction must be

Acta Cryst. 22(1967)151;

The Rietveld method (Rietveld 1967, 1969)

made at this point: the Rietveld method is

is an analysis procedure that addresses

a structure refinement method not a

J. Appl. Cryst. 2(1969)65.
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structure solution method. The

length, p, and the magnetic interaction

experimentalist must have sufficient

vector, q;

knowledge of the crystal structure of the

Fmag

j

material they are analysing to calculate the

q j p j exp 2 ih. x j

(2.11)

where the summation is over all the

expected diffraction pattern first.

magnetic atoms in the unit cell and the xj
are the position vectors of the magnetic

Magnetic Neutron Diffraction
A final aspect of neutron diffraction arises

atoms.

from one of the fundamental properties of

The magnetic scattering length, p

the neutron: its spin. This means that as

(Equation 2.11), is calculated from the

well as scattering from atomic nuclei, the

magnitude of the magnetic moment on an

neutron can interact with electron spins

atom, S, and the magnetic form factor, fm;

and induced orbital moments. Because
the magnetic scattering process involves an
interaction with electrons over distances
comparable to neutron wavelengths,
magnetic neutron scattering is attenuated

p

unpolarised incident neutron beam the
total scattered intensity is the sum of the
nuclear and magnetic scattering;
F

2

2
Fnuc

2
Fmag

(2.10)

scattering, Fmag, for the reflection whose

magnitude of the magnetic scattering

(2.12)

vector and the magnetic moment on that
atom;

qj

ˆ ˆ.K j

Kj

(2.13)

where…
ˆ=
K=

unit vector in the direction of the
scattering vector h
unit vector in the direction of the
magnetic moment

From this last equation it can be seen that
in order for an atom to make a magnetic

The structure factor for magnetic

scattering vector is h depends on the

cm .

atom depends on both the scattering

form factor.

magnetic processes are additive. For an

12

The magnetic interaction vector, q, for an

by a form factor, fm, similar to the X ray

The scattering lengths for the nuclear and

S f m 0.54 10

contribution to scattered intensity it must
have a component of its magnetic moment
perpendicular to the scattering vector.
Because of the complex nature of

Module
Neutron

magnetic interactions, crystallographically
identical atoms or ions in adjacent unit
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cells may have dramatically different
magnetic properties. The result of this is
that the “nuclear “ and “magnetic” unit
cells in a material can be of differing
dimensions. Often magnetic neutron
diffraction measurements are
characterised by the appearance (or
disappearance) of Bragg reflections and
dramatic changes in intensities of existing
reflections as the material undergoes a
magnetic transition.
In the classic case of an antiferromagnetic
material, on cooling MnO (a cubic material
having the rock salt structure) below 120K,
additional reflections appear which can
only be indexed by doubling the length of
the unit cell edge.

Further Reading
Modern Powder Diffraction, D.L Bish
and J.E. Post (Eds), Min. Soc. Amer.,
Washington, 1989.
Pulsed Neutron Scattering,C.G. Windsor,
Taylor and Francis, London, 1981.
The Rietveld Method, R.A. Young (Ed),
IUCr, OUP, Oxford, 1995.
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Single Crystal Diffraction
Chick C Wilson
Single crystal
diffraction can
determine the space

Crystallography is the best way of obtaining

of two functions is the product of the Fourier

detailed atomic structural information from

transforms of the individual functions.

a well-ordered solid material. While other

group of a crystal
lattice and the contents

methods are available which allow the

of the unit cell.

definition of structure, such as electron
microscopy, electron diffraction and NMR,
in the solid state there is nothing to match
the three-dimensional information available
from X-ray and neutron diffraction. The
flexibility of these two methods in examining
a wide range of materials, and especially in
providing accurate and precise information
regarding the disposition of atoms in a

We can therefore write this transform as
FC

Tf C

Tf m . Tf l ,

(2.15)

where fC is the crystal amplitude function,
fm is the motif function, fl is the lattice
function and T represents Fourier
transformation
The object we measure in our diffraction
experiment, the diffraction pattern, is the
product of FC and its complex conjugate
IC

FC . FC

Tf C

2

Tf m

2

. Tf l

2

.

(2.16)

structure, is unmatched. Crystallography

To interpret this expression we must

provides information on the location of the

understand what each of the components

atoms and, via the thermal vibration

is telling us. Turning first to T[fm], the

parameters, on their average motions about

Fourier transform of the lattice; this is what

their equilibrium positions.

we call the crystallographic reciprocal
lattice.

The Diffraction Pattern and the
Reciprocal Lattice
The amplitude function of a crystal can be
written

To generate the reciprocal lattice we make
use of the concept of the real space lattice
being defined by a series of sets of planes,
which we shall later also find convenient in
understanding basic diffraction geometry.

f(crystal) ~ f(motif) ⊗ f(infinite lattice), (2.14)

2816

From these real space planes we can

where ⊗ represents convolution. The

construct their Fourier Transform using

Fourier transform of this amplitude is the

simple geometric arguments. Each

diffraction pattern (the image of the object

reciprocal lattice point hk is produced by

in measurement space).

dropping a perpendicular from the (hk )

We use the convolution theorem which states

lattice plane to the (real space) unit cell

that the Fourier transform of the convolution

origin. This gives the direction of the
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reciprocal lattice point, and its distance

reciprocal lattice. In effect in a crystal

from the origin of reciprocal space is given

structure measurement, we sample the

by 1/dhk where dhk is the real space

transform of the unit cell contents at a

separation of the (hk ) lattice planes.

series of reciprocal lattice points and

There is thus one reciprocal lattice point

reconstruct the crystal from this sampling -

created for each set of real space lattice

each point hk constitutes a Fourier

planes inside the crystal.

component, and the crystal is a Fourier

Crudely, if one visualises finer and finer
planes inside the unit cell (lowering dhk ) -

series;
x, y, z

1
V

Fhk exp

2 i hx ky

z ,

equivalent to taking finer slices through

(2.17)

the structure - this corresponds to

which represents the scattering density at

accessing reciprocal lattice points farther

point x,y,z in the unit cell. The

from the origin of reciprocal space - 1/dhk

summations are over the reflections

and the indices hk are larger. A common

indices h, k and , representing all

piece of jargon in crystallography is to ask

(measured) reciprocal lattice points hk .

How far out in reciprocal space has been
measured?
We can now see that farther out in
reciprocal space means measuring the
scattering at more reciprocal lattice points
(assuming none are omitted) and hence
allowing the reconstruction of finer details
inside the unit cell.

In this Fourier series, each component Fhk
does not have the same value, and the
different values taken by these so-called
structure factors depends on the internal
atomic structure of the unit cell.
The structure factor relates to the
scattering density ρ through the Fourier
transform,
Fhk

The Diffraction Pattern and the
Scattering Density
The diffraction pattern of a crystal is thus
the Fourier Transform of the contents of
the unit cell T[fm], multiplied by the
Fourier Transform of the crystal lattice, the

V

x, y, z exp 2 i hx ky

z dxdydz .

(2.18)

The aim of our diffraction experiment is to
measure as many structure factors as

Module

possible to obtain the most accurate

Neutron

reconstruction of the scattering density via
the Fourier summation (2.17). It is our
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interpretation of ρ(x,y,z) which allows us to

It has the effect of reducing the structure

identify atoms and molecules in a crystal

factor we measure as follows:

structure determination.
Fhk

T

~ exp

B

sin 2

The structure factor can also be written in

2

Fhk

(2.20)

terms of the scattering from the individual

where B represents the temperature factor

atoms in the structure. The scattering of

or thermal parameter of the structure.

an atom is represented by the atomic

There are two subtleties in this expression

scattering factor fj, and the structure factor

as applied to the analysis and

is given by

interpretation of crystal structures:

Fhk

f i exp 2 i hx j

ky j

zj ,

(2.19)

each atom has an individual

where the summation this time is over the j

temperature factor Bj;

atoms in the unit cell, which have

these Bj may not be spherically

coordinates (xj,yj,zj). In the neutron case,

symmetric - in this case anisotropic

the fj are more correctly written as b j , the

temperature factors (with up to six

neutron scattering lengths of atoms j.

independent terms) may be refined

Temperature Factors
The atoms are not fixed in position, but
vibrate about their equilibrium sites (xj,yj,zj)
by an amount depending on the
temperature. This has the effect of
“smearing-out” the scattering density and

and can be a very important aspect of
structural analysis, particularly when
single crystal data is used. These
anisotropic factors can most
conveniently be visualised as ellipsoids
in a computer program such as ORTEP
(Figure 2.9);

leads to a reduction in intensity - the
Debye-Waller or temperature factor. This
effect increases with increasing
temperature and is Q-dependent (has
more effect as we go further out in
reciprocal space, higher index
reflections).

the temperature factor or DebyeWaller factor is related to the average
displacements of an atom from its
equilibrium position, and are thus
more correctly termed atomic or
anisotropic displacement parameters.
In a single crystal diffraction experiment, it
is usually expected that these anisotropic

30
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thermal parameters will be refined, and
these are most often expressed in the form
of components, Uij (=Bij/8π2) .
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Bragg’s Law and the Ewald
Construction
We have seen the construction of Bragg’s Law
elsewhere (powder diffraction section).
Bragg’s law for diffraction is
n

(2.21)

2d hk sin

As we have discussed above, measuring the
scattering from the (hk ) plane is equivalent
to measuring the diffraction pattern at the
hk reciprocal lattice point. From this point

Fig. 2.9 ORTEP view of the
structure of creatine monohydrate.
The plot shows the atomic
positions and also their thermal
elipsoids, which give a visual

forward we will consider the diffraction

impression of the average

experiment. In the single crystal case, we

vibrational motions of each atom

can conveniently use the Ewald construction

around its equilibrium position.

to illustrate diffraction geometry.
We draw the so-called Ewald circle (sphere)
of radius 1/λ centred at C, where the crystal

Structure Refinement
The structural model can be improved by
refinement, which basically involves altering
the parameters of the model until the

is located, and construct Bragg’s law at the
centre (Figure 2.10). We note that the
diffraction vector for the Bragg reflection
(hk ) - the distance to the reciprocal lattice

diffraction pattern calculated from the model

point hk - is of length 1/dhk =2sinθ/λ.

gives the best agreement with the observed

We then draw the reciprocal lattice with its

diffraction intensities. Least squares

origin (hk =000) at the point O and note

programs allow many parameters to be varied

that as the crystal is rotated the reciprocal

simultaneously and there are many

lattice rotates with it (Figure 2.11).
Scattered beam

automated programs available for this.
Usually a refinement will involve varying the
positional (x,y,z) and thermal (Uij) parameters

Fig. 2.10 The Ewald sphere,
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with Bragg’s Law constructed at

Radius
=1/
C

of each atom individually, along with other
parameters such as overall scale factor(s),

P

Scattering
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O
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its centre.
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absorption and extinction corrections.
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Diffraction

Using this construction we can see that we
will measure diffraction if the scattering

Single Crystal Neutron
Diffractometers

vector length is equal to the reciprocal lattice

On a steady state neutron source, traditional

point separation from O, and that the vector

four-circle diffractometer techniques

from the O to the reciprocal lattice point is

[Figure 2.12] are normally used for single

in the same direction as the scattering vector.

crystal diffraction, with a monochromatic

That is, OP is parallel to the scattering vector

beam and a single detector. Rotations of the

and of length 2sinθ/λ.

crystal (and detector) are used to allow
measurement of each reflection sequentially,
by bringing each individual reflection onto
the surface of the Ewald sphere (of radius

Scattering

P

vector

Fig. 2.11 The Ewald

1/λ, the wavelength of the monochromatic

2sin /

construction for diffraction

neutron beam). For each reflection - finite
C

geometry.

O

dhkl
hkl lattice planes

in extent - it is necessary to set up a scan in
order that the reflection passes entirely
through the Ewald sphere, allowing its
intensity to be recorded. There is also the

It follows from this construction that for
Bragg’s law to be satisfied, a reciprocal

potential for increasing the region of
reciprocal space accessed in a single
measurement by using an area detector. If

lattice point must touch the surface of the
Ewald sphere. We therefore observe Bragg

an area detector is combined with a
monochromatic incident beam it is still

reflection in the direction CP, with a
scattering vector in the direction OP.
The Ewald construction is a convenient
means of understanding diffraction

Fig. 2.12 Layout of the four-

geometry using a range of different

circle diffractometer.

z
x

y

measurement techniques.
For more on the basics and geometry of
crystallography, there are many fine texts
(see Further Reading below).
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necessary to scan the crystal or the detector

large volumes of reciprocal space

to observe the diffracted intensity.

simultaneously (many Bragg reflections, plus

Area detectors can also be exploited using
white (polychromatic) incident beams.
White beam single crystal diffraction with an
area detector (and a stationary crystal) is
termed Laue diffraction, while adding

the spaces in between) in a single
measurement (Figure 2.13). In the case of
TOF Laue diffraction, these reciprocal space
volumes are completely resolved in threedimensions.

wavelength discrimination using TOF

Figure 2.13 shows the geometry of time-of-

techniques leads to the TOF Laue diffraction

flight Laue diffraction. The two Ewald

used on such instruments. In this case the

spheres are defined by the minimum and

Ewald sphere itself is finite in extent,

maximum wavelengths used – they have

effectively a shell with inner and outer radii

radii 1/λmin and 1/λmax. The 2θmin and 2θmax

of 1/λmax and 1/ λmin and no scanning is

values are defined by the angles

required to allow intensity measurements

subtended by the area detector – there is

(see Figure 2.13). The particular feature of

one construction like this for each

these techniques is that they allow access to

detector. In this two-dimensional

2
e am
Incident B

2
1/

min

2

max

2

min

1/

min

max

max

Fig. 2.13 The geometry of (timof-flight) Laue diffraction.
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projection, all areas of reciprocal space

dependent corrections. The constant

between the Ewald sphere surfaces and

wavelength nature of the data collection

the dotted lines are observed in a single

and the steady state of the source also

measurement with a stationary crystal and

removes the need for correcting data for

detector. That is, each reciprocal lattice

the incident flux profile and leads to

point coloured in black will be observed

more straightforward error analysis. Large

(along with the spaces in between), while

area detectors are also not essential,

those coloured grey would not be accessed

removing the systematic deviations

in this particular setting.

caused by fluctuations of detector

Structure factor data collected on a
monochromatic steady state source at

The time averaged flux at current high

present yields the ultimate in accuracy for

flux steady state sources is substantially

neutron

structure

higher than at present-day pulsed

determination and the high time-averaged

sources, allowing better counting statistics

neutron flux make Laue diffraction at a

to be obtained in the same time. This

steady-state source also extremely powerful.

allows the study of smaller crystals or

The benefits of single crystal diffraction

larger unit cells, particularly in the Laue

instrumentation on a steady state source can

technique. This is very relevant for studies

be summarised as follows:

of larger crystal structures.

Well

single

crystal

established

diffractometry

Time-of-flight single crystal diffraction is

developed world-wide on four-circle

ideal for surveying reciprocal space, rapid

X-ray diffractometers can be directly

determination of large numbers of

applied to a monochromatic neutron

reflections and following structural changes

instrument. Diffractometer control

using a subset of reflections.

software and step-scanning methods for

characteristics of the structure factor data

intensity extraction can be directly

collected on an instrument with a PSD on a

transferred;

pulsed source have certain advantages for

In such a case, all reflections are observed

3422

response;

The

structural refinement:

with the same neutron wavelength,

The collection of many Bragg reflections

eliminating the need for wavelength

simultaneously in the detector allows the
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accurate determination of crystal cell

The nature of the Laue method allows

and orientation from a single data frame

greater possibilities for the rapid

(collected in one fixed crystal/detector

collection of data sets, by removing the

geometry). It is also worthy of note that

need to measure each reflection

for some applications a single frame may

individually.

be the only data required;
The white nature of the incident beam
enables

the

straightforward

Instruments for Neutron Single
Crystal Diffraction
1. D10

measurement of reflections at different

The single crystal diffractometer D10 at the

wavelengths, which can be useful in the

ILL (Figure 2.14) is a flexible

precise study of wavelength dependent

monochromatic single crystal

effects such as extinction and

diffractometer with an automatic

absorption;

monochromator system which allows

The collection of data to potentially very
high sinθ/λ values (exploiting the high
flux of useful epithermal neutrons from
the undermoderated beams), can allow
more precise parameters to be obtained,
enabling subtle structural features to be
examined;

continuous access to incident wavelengths
in the range 1.1 to 6 Å. Normal data
collection on D10 uses a single high
pressure 3He detector, but more recently an
area position-sensitive detector has been
commissioned. In addition to standard
four-circle operation, D10 offers the

Liquid Helium Dewar
Monochromator
Eulerian Cradle

Fig. 2.14 Layout of the D10

Detector

diffractometer at the ILL, typical
Beam

Detector
Analyser

of a four-circle neutron
diffractometer using
monochromatic radiation.
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Slit
Sample

Shutter
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possibility of operating in a two-axis mode

2. LADI

and is provided with energy analysis,

The LADI steady state quasi-Laue

principally for the reduction of instrument

diffractometer at the ILL is specifically

background levels when looking for subtle

designed to study larger crystal structures,

effects such as Huang scattering, diffuse

including protein structures. The main

scattering and weak satellite reflections

difficulty in studying biological materials

resulting from phase transitions. The

with neutrons is the fact that the structures

sample environment capability on D10 is

are large and weakly scattering,

very flexible.

exacerbating the usual flux limitations of

The D9 and D19 instruments at ILL are
complementary to D10. The former offers
very short wavelength neutrons (as low as
0.35 Å) for highly accurate structural
studies, including the examination of some
of the fundamentals of diffraction such as
extinction and anharmonicity, while the
latter employs an area detector and longer
wavelength neutrons to allow studies of
larger molecular systems.

Fig. 2.15 Schematic impression
of the LADI diffractometer at ILL,

possible by using large detector arrays.
Currently, the most promising neutron
protein crystallography instrument is the
quasi-Laue diffractometer LADI at the ILL,
which exploits newly developed neutron
image plate detectors wrapped around a
cylinder surrounding the sample to give
more than 2π solid angle coverage

Drum, surrounding the sample
to which neutron Image Plates
are fixed. The drum rotates only
for read-out.
Beam

Sample mount and environment
(e.g. Displex).
Sample is rotated for
each new frame (Laue exposure).
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to detect as much of the scattering as

(Figure 2.15). In order to reduce the

with its large cylindrical image
plate detector.

neutron sources. It is therefore important

Image Plate reader
in situ on the instrument.
For reading, the drum rotates
and the reader traverses along.

Chapter 1: Neutron Diffraction

problems of accidental reflection overlap,
and more importantly to prevent the
accumulation of a large background in the
Laue pattern, LADI operates with a
relatively narrow wavelength range of
around 1 Å (typically 3.2 < λ < 4.2 Å),
hence the term “quasi-Laue”. This
instrument has already demonstrated its
potential to revolutionise neutron protein
crystallography with dramatically reduced
data collection times.
In addition to its potentially revolutionary
applications in biological crystallography,
the LADI concept has obvious applications
also in the study of smaller molecular
systems, and in magnetism. A new thermal
LADI instrument, VIVALDI, is now in the
final stages of construction at the ILL.

The Neutron Training Course

3. SXD
There is also a tremendous opportunity for
the exploitation of neutron time-of-flight
diffraction using single crystal samples. As
we have seen, the combination of
polychromatic incident neutron beam and
large area detector coverage results in a
collection of the scattering from the sample
which is equivalent to a simultaneous
measurement of a three-dimensional
portion of reciprocal space. If the detector
coverage is sufficiently great, a complete
collection of the unique portion of
reciprocal space is possible to good
resolution with a minimal number of crystal
orientations. An upgrade recently
undertaken to the single crystal diffraction
facilities at ISIS begins to realise this
potential.

Fig. 2.16 The newly upgraded
SXD at ISIS provides an
instrument with 11 area PSDs
arranged around a sphere
surrounding the sample and over
50% solid angle coverage. Shown

Module

2:

here are an exploded view of the

Neutron

Diffraction

detector array (left) and a view of
the detector assembly prior to
installation (right).
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SXD is a next generation time-of-flight
Laue diffractometer recently installed at
ISIS. The instrument has detectors
covering over 50% of the solid angle, with a
total of 11 PSDs placed on a sphere centred
on the sample (Figure 2.16). The
detectors use 6Li-doped ZnS scintillator,
and the individual pixel elements are fibreoptically encoded to the photomultiplier
tubes.
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Information from Neutron
Crystallography
Neutron diffraction is the method of choice
for many crystallographic experiments.
The nature of the scattering of neutrons by
atomic species is such that the method
offers a description of all atoms in a
structure at approximately the same level of
precision. This “equivalence” of atoms is
due to the fact that neutrons are scattered

This instrument will give extremely fast

by the nucleus rather than the electrons in

collection of Bragg intensities. Full data

an atom, and hence the scattering power

sets will be collected on the short time-

does not have the strong dependence on Z

scales more usually associated with powder

found for many other scattering techniques

diffraction, and consequently experiments

such as X-ray or electron diffraction. The

currently only possible with powdered

nature of this interaction also means that

specimens will be performed on single

the scattering power of atoms for neutrons

crystal samples, with the inherent

does not fall off with scattering angle, which

advantage of structural accuracy. Such an

makes neutron scattering ideal for high

instrument will benefit all areas of

resolution studies. Of course, the scattered

structural science, including chemical

intensity in a diffraction pattern will still

crystallography, drug structure, phase

decrease at higher angles due to the

transitions, magnetism and structural

Debye-Waller factor, but the effect is

disorder. Future extensions to the

considerably less severe for neutron

instrument may involve moving it to a

experiments. The consequent ability to

beamline and moderator with better

access very high resolution data (low values

characteristics for other types of

of dhk – “short d-spacings”) makes neutron

measurements, including larger unit cell

diffraction a highly precise method of

structures, diffuse and magnetic scattering.

studying structure.
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Neutron scattering has played a major role

host-guest interactions in, for example,

in developing an understanding of how

zeolites, and in determination of charge

structure affects the properties of

distributions in crystal structures. Some of

crystalline materials, in areas of relevance to

these applications are summarised below.

much of modern structural chemistry
(Wilson, 1999). Areas accessible to single
crystal and powder neutron diffraction
include organic materials, pharmaceuticals,
small biological macromolecules, zeolites,
polymer electrolytes, battery materials,
catalysts, superconductors, time-resolved
and in situ studies, and chemical
magnetism (Wilson, 1998). Neutron
diffraction experiments are often carried
out under extreme conditions of sample
environment such as high and low
temperature, under controlled
atmospheres, high pressure and in
chemical reaction cells. The combination
of X-rays and neutrons is powerful in many
studies, including the characterisation of

C.C.Wilson, in: “Implications of
Molecular and Materials Science

1. Accurate location of hydrogen atoms

for New Technologies” eds.

Neutron diffraction is unparalleled in its

J.A.K.Howard, F.H.Allen and

ability to locate hydrogen atoms and refine

G.P.Shields (1999), pp. 11-21,
NATO Science Series E:

their positions and thermal parameters.

Volume 360, Kluwer, Dordrecht.

Hydrogen atoms can be located in metal
clusters (e.g. hydride ligands) far more
reliably than by any other method. Much of
the structural work on hydrogen bonded

C.C.Wilson, Contribution to the
Royal Society of Chemistry

systems (e.g. amino acids, nucleic acid

Scientific Forward Look for

components, carbohydrates, cyclodextrins)

Chemistry, Achievements and

has used neutron diffraction. In addition,

future prospects for neutrons in

determination of the hydrogen anisotropic
displacement parameters in short O…O

chemistry.
http://www.rsc.org/pdf/
forwardlook/neutrongrp.pdf

hydrogen bonds allows, for example, the
deduction of the shape of the potential
well in which the atom sits (Figure 2.17).

Fig. 2.17 Refined structure of
dibenzoylmethane. Showing the
short intramolecular hydrogen
bond, and the elongation of the
thermal ellipsoid of the hydrogen-

Module
bonded
broader,
Neutron

2: indicating a
H atom
flatter potential
well
Diffraction

within that interaction.
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2. Supramolecular chemistry and
molecular engineering
Neutron single crystal diffraction has an
important role in defining the patterns of
“weak” intermolecular interactions in
complex molecular and supramolecular
structures, as these crucially involve
hydrogen atoms. These include
organometallics, supramolecular
complexes, non-linear optical materials,
pharmaceuticals, proteins, ferroelectrics,
hydrides, and hydrates, including the role
of water in biomolecular systems.

3. Charge density studies/X-n studies
Neutron diffraction gives complementary
information to X-ray diffraction. In X-n
studies the neutron parameters fix the
nuclear positions and the X-ray data
determine the electron density involved in
bonding and non-bonding interactions.

4. Thermal parameter studies
The accurate determination of anisotropic
displacement parameters can allow the
assessment of the effect of thermal motions
Fig. 2.18 Diffuse scattering in
C60, indicating the rotational
disorder in this molecular system.

on apparent bond lengths, especially for
bonds involving hydrogen atoms. Analyses
of the thermal motion by rigid body (TLS
analysis) or harmonic oscillator models
helps us to understand the forces
operating inside the molecule.

4028

5. Structural disorder
Single crystal neutron time-of-flight
measurements are a particularly effective
way to measure diffuse scattering which
appears as broad weak features anywhere in
reciprocal space. Modelling diffuse
scattering gives information on local
structural deviations from the average
structure and is important for the study of
structural defects (such as distortions
around an interstitial atom or vacancy - e.g.
CMR materials, high temperature
superconductors), extreme structural
motion (superionic materials, ‘plastic’
crystals, molecular rotators such as C60 etc.;
see Figure 2.18) and disordered magnetic
materials (e.g. Kagomé lattices, spin glasses
etc.).

Chapter 1: Neutron Diffraction

6. Phase transitions
The ability to follow the movement of Bragg
peaks, and development/disappearance of
additional reflections without the need to
search reciprocal space ‘blindly’ makes the
study of phase transitions using single
crystal neutron time-of-flight neutron
diffraction very straightforward. In
addition, while the transition is traversed
the sample can remain static.

The Neutron Training Course

is one of the main drawbacks of single
crystal neutron diffraction compared with
X-ray methods. With the relatively low flux
of neutron sources and the rather weak
scattering of most materials, usually crystals
of several mm3 are required to allow
collection of a good data set in a reasonable
data collection time. The limit is usually
regarded as being around 1 mm3, given that
data collection times of greater than 10-14

7. Magnetic structure

days per data set are usually impractical.

Time-of-flight neutron diffraction, with the

There have been various examples during

appropriate instrumentation, is particularly

the history of the subject where this limit

suited to the study of order-disorder

has been tested, and there are significant

magnetic phase transitions,

efforts being made by source and

incommensurate and exotic magnetic

instrument designers to allow it to be

structures or any system where the

reduced further as we have seen above. If

magnetic scattering occurs in reciprocal

large crystals of the order of 1 mm3 or more

space in places other than where nuclear

cannot be obtained, then single crystal

scattering occurs.

neutron diffraction may not be an option.

Sample and Data Requirements for
Single Crystal Neutron Diffraction
In terms of crystal size, in general X-ray
diffraction experiments will require a

This is a frequent problem with larger
molecular systems, such as organometallic
complexes and proteins, but can also
happen for considerably smaller molecules.

smaller single crystal than will neutron

Assuming an appropriate sample is

diffraction. Many samples will only form

available, the choice between neutron and

small single crystals in the 0.001-0.1 mm3

X-ray diffraction in the study of molecular

range which are ideal for X-ray diffraction

systems is often clear cut. If there are one

but too small for neutron studies. The

or more hydrogen atoms in the structure

requirement for rather large single crystals

whose location is critical to a complete

Module
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configuration and interactions, then

scattering is often less favourable for

neutron diffraction should be the method

obtaining detailed “atomic resolution”

of choice. In general hydrogen atoms can

pictures. For example, even the best

be treated on an equal basis with the other

protein crystals rarely give diffraction

atoms in a neutron diffraction experiment.

patterns extending to d-spacings of less

More subtly, if some or all of the hydrogen

than 1.5 Å or so. More typically the

atoms can be exchanged for deuterium, the

diffraction ends at around 2-3 Å resolution.

use of contrast variation methods renders

Thus we only succeed in determining

neutron diffraction still more powerful.

rather lower frequency Fourier

The resolution of an experiment is also an
important data collection parameter. The
word “resolution” in crystallography is
widely misunderstood as there are several
definitions. Broadly speaking, however, in a
single crystal experiment we speak of
resolution as being the minimum d-spacing
measured (dmin, often quoted by chemical
crystallographers in the inverse form,
maximum sinθ/λ=1/2dmin), while in a
powder experiment resolution generally
means the ability to separate adjacent
peaks. For well crystalline, relatively small
systems, we can normally access d-spacings
to 0.5Å or below, giving many Fourier
components for the summation in equation
(2.17) and hence very accurate and reliable
reconstructions of the scattering density
(hence better pictures of the atoms!). For
larger crystalline systems, including many
large organometallic, supramolecular,
framework and biological systems, the
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components, although the large size of
these structures means that often many tens
of thousands of Bragg reflections must still
be measured. Such data can still yield
quasi-atomic resolution in the model of the
molecule, when it is combined with a
combination of prior knowledge, chemical
and stereochemical arguments, model
building and constrained molecule or
residue refinement packages.
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Crystals, X-rays and Proteins, D. Sherwood,
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Essentials of Crystallography, D. McKie &
C. McKie, Blackwell, Oxford, 1986.
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Biologists, J.P. Glusker, with M. Lewis &
M. Rossi, VCH, New York, 1994.
X-ray Structure Determination: a Practical
Guide, G.H. Stout & L.H. Jensen, Macmillan,
New York, 1968. 2nd edition, Wiley, New
York, 1989.
An Introduction to X-ray Crystallography,
M.M. Woolfson, Cambridge University
Press, 1997.
Vectors and Tensors in Crystallography,
D.E. Sands, Dover, New York, 1995.
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Total Diffraction from Disordered Materials
Alex C Hannon
Total diffraction

Many samples of interest do not have an

useful to use the same Fourier transform

ordered crystalline structure. Glasses, liquids

approach to the study of the interatomic

and gases have an atomic structure which

correlations in real-space as is used for non-

interatomic distances in

does not possess the long range order of a

crystalline materials (Hibble and Hannon,

the sample.

crystalline lattice. For such materials the

2001).

measures a correlation
function which contains
information on the

diffraction pattern does not include Bragg
peaks, but instead consists of a series of much
broader peaks and troughs. The diffraction
pattern cannot be refined, as is done for
S.J.Hibble and A.C.Hannon, in:

crystalline materials, and instead it is related

“From Semiconductors to Proteins:
Beyond the Average Structure”,

via a Fourier transform to interatomic
correlations in real-space. Furthermore,

eds. S.J.L.Billinge and

Outline of Theory
The property actually measured in a
neutron diffraction experiment (Hannon,
2000) is usually the differential crosssection,
d
d

tot

Rtot
N d

,

(2.22)

M.F.Thorpe, Kluwer Academic/

some disordered crystals have local structures

where Rtot is the rate at which neutrons of

Plenum Publishers, New York,

which deviate from the structure of the

wavelength λ are scattered into the solid

average unit cell in ways that cannot readily

angle dΩ in the direction (2θ,φ) (Figure

A.C.Hannon, ‘Neutron

be accounted for in a refinement of the Bragg

2.19). N is the number of atoms in the

Diffraction, Theory’ in:

peaks; for these materials it can also be very

sample and Φ is the flux of neutrons of

2002, pp. 129-152.

“Encyclopedia of Spectroscopy and
Spectrometry”, eds. J.Lindon,
G.Tranter and J.Holmes,
Academic Press, London, 2000,
pp. 1493-1503.

Fig. 2.19 The geometry for a
neutron diffraction experiment.
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wavelength λ which is incident on the

used for Q, although strictly speaking this

sample. In most neutron diffraction

term should be used for Q.

experiments there is no specific means of
energy analysis and all neutrons are

In the static approximation it is assumed
that the incident neutron energy Ei is large

detected, regardless of whether or not they
have exchanged energy with the sample.
This type of measurement is called “total
diffraction”.

compared to the excitation energies of the
sample. This means that kf ≈ ki , so that the
scattering vector may be taken to have its
elastic value, whose magnitude is

(We note in passing that theory shows that

Q

Q

2k sin

4 sin

the Bragg peaks from a crystalline sample

.

(2.25)

are necessarily due to elastically scattered

(We note in passing that momentum

neutrons (i.e. neutrons which have not

transfer is related to d-spacing by

exchanged energy with the sample). Thus

Q

the quantity which is calculated by a

2
d

.

(2.26)

refinement program and fitted to the

Thus, despite being a distance, d-spacing is

measured diffraction pattern is actually the

a reciprocal-space quantity.)

elastic differential cross-section;

Most disordered materials are isotropic and

d
d

el

Rel
N d

d2
d dE

,
E 0

hence it is only the magnitude of the
(2.23)

momentum transfer that is of importance

where Rel is the number of neutrons

(not its direction). In the static

scattered elastically per unit time into the

approximation the differential cross-section

solid angle dΩ in the direction (2θ,φ).)

is then considered to be a function of Q, the

In general the differential cross-section
depends upon the scattering vector,
Q

ki

kf

magnitude of the momentum transfer for
elastic scatterng. The differential crosssection for total diffraction is then divided

(2.24)

where ki and kf are the neutron wavevector
before and after scattering. The term

into two contributions as follows;
d
d

I Q
tot

iQ

b2

,
av

(2.27)Module

momentum transfer (i.e. the momentum

where the first contribution, i(Q), is termed

transferred to the sample) is commonly

the “distinct scattering” and the second
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2
contribution, b

av

Q-independent constant, but in reality must

, is termed the “self

be corrected for deviations from the static

scattering” (Figure 2.20). The distinct
scattering arises from interference between

approximation.

two distinctly different atoms, whilst the self

(Note in passing that, although similar, this

scattering arises from correlations between

separation into distinct and self

2
an atom and itself. 4 b

contributions is not the same in detail as

av

is the mean

the separation into coherent and

cross-section per atom for the sample. For
diffraction the self scattering is featureless.

incoherent contributions used to consider
crystalline diffraction.)

In the static approximation it is a

The distinct scattering contains the
0.7

Fig. 2.20 The total diffraction

-1

pattern, I(Q), for GeO2 glass,

I(Q) / barns atom steradian

-1

Vitreous GeO2

shown together with the self and
incoherent contributions.

interference information which tells us

LAD

0.6

about interatomic distances and hence the

0.5

structure of the material. A neutron
correlation function, T(r), may be obtained

0.4

from the distinct scattering by a Fourier

I(Q)

0.3

Self

transform,

Incoherent

0.2

0.1

T r

T0 r

2

Qi Q sin rQ dQ ,

(2.28)
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in which T 0(r) is the average density
contribution to the correlation function,
given by

4.5

2

4.0

T0 r

Vitreous GeO2
3.5

Fig. 2.21 The neutron

GeO2 glass, obtained from the
data in Figure 2.20. The dashed

T(r) / barns

-2

correlation function, T(r), for

LAD

fraction for element l, and the l summation

1.5

contribution, T0(r)

0.5

is over elements in the sample (e.g. for
GeO2, l = Ge, O). bl is the bound coherent

0.0
-0.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

r/
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(2.29)

density in the sample, cl is the atomic

2.0

1.0

,

where g 0 is the average atomic number

2.5

line indicates the average density

cl bl
l

Total correlation function T(r)

3.0

4 rg 0

6

7

8

9

10

scattering length for element l. As an
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example, Figure 2.21 shows the neutron

shown in Figure 2.21, the first peak arises

correlation function for GeO2 glass

from the nearest neighbour Ge O bonds,

obtained by Fourier transformation of the

whilst the second peak arises from the non-

diffraction data shown in Figure 2.20. Also

bonded O O distance in the GeO4

shown is the average density contribution

tetrahedra which connect together to form

T 0(r).

the random network structure.

The total correlation function is a weighted

The correlation function measured by total

sum of partial correlation functions;

diffraction is related to the van Hove

T r

cl bl bl tll r
l

.

l

(2.30)

Each partial correlation function, tll r , is

‘snapshot’ of the interatomic distances.

correlation function by
4 rGlDl r ,0

This is to be contrasted with Bragg

,

(2.31)

scattering which is necessarily elastic and
hence gives a measure of the time-

where
GlDl r , t

2.31) at time t=0 and hence total
diffraction yields an instantaneous

related to a generalised van Hove distinct

t ll r

correlation function G D(r,0) (Equation

1
Nl

Nl

Nl

r

Rj 0

r

r

Rj t

dr

j 1 j 1
j j

.

averaged correlation function G D(r,∞).

(2.32)

Although the formal definition of the

T(r)

partial correlation function, tll r , may
appear complicated, its interpretation is
simple: the partial radial distribution
function (RDF), nll r

rtll r , is defined

r
Fig. 2.22 A simulated neutron

such that n(r)dr is the average number of

correlation function, T(r), together

atoms of elements l, which are located in a

with a fragment of an A2X3

spherical shell of radius r to r+dr, centred

network, showing how the peaks

on an atom of element l. For example,

in the correlation function arise
from the interatomic distances.

Figure 2.22 shows how the first two peaks in

Module

the correlation function, T(r), arise for an

Neutron

A2X3 material with a network structure. For
the experimental data for GeO2 glass

4735
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1. Reactor Source Instrumentation

One of the difficulties of this field is that

Figure 2.23 shows a schematic of the layout

there is a great variety of exact detailed
D.A.Keen, J. Appl. Cryst.

definitions of correlation functions (Keen,

34(2001)172.

2001). As well as the already-mentioned

of a typical neutron diffractometer at a
reactor source. The neutron beam coming
from the moderator at a reactor covers a

total correlation function, T(r), it is also

wide range of wavelengths and is

popular to make use of either the radial
distribution function, n r

unchanging with time. It is thus necessary

rT r , and the

pair correlation function, g r

to use a single crystal monochromator so as

T r 4 r.

to produce a monochromatic beam. The

Instrumentation

general principle of operation of a neutron

The purpose of a neutron diffractometer
A.C.Hannon, ‘Neutron

(Hannon, 2001) is to measure the

Diffraction, Instrumentation’ in:

differential cross-section (Equation 2.22).

“Encyclopedia of Spectroscopy and

For an isotropic sample this must be

Spectrometry”, eds. J.Lindon,

diffractometer at a steady state source is the
same as for a conventional X-ray
diffractometer. The differential crosssection is measured as a function of Q by

measured as a function of the magnitude of

G.Tranter and J.Holmes,
Academic Press, London, 2000,

the momentum transfer Q (Equation 2.25).

pp. 1479-1492.

In order to produce high quality data, a

moving the detector to different scattering
angles, 2θ, and measuring the scattered
count rate. That is to say, Q (or d) is

neutron diffractometer must satisfy several

scanned by varying 2θ whilst keeping the

requirements: The data must have a good

neutron wavelength λ constant (c.f.

statistical accuracy, which is obtained by

Equation 2.25).

having a high count rate. This is achieved

Monochromator
M

Fig. 2.23 Schematic of a
M

neutron diffractometer for a

Moderator

steady-state (reactor) neutron
source.

=2d sin
ki
Sample
kf
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Figure 2.24 shows the D4C liquids and

selected. With a wavelength of 0.5Å the Q-

amorphous diffractometer at the Institut

range of D4 extends from 0.3 to 24Å-1.

laue Langevin (ILL) reactor. For many years

(A higher maximum Q may be attained at

D4 has been the most successful reactor-

λ = 0.35Å, but the flux available at this

based diffractometer for studying the

wavelength is too low for regular use.) Most

structure of liquids and amorphous

of the neutron flight path is evacuated in

materials. The diffractometer uses

order to minimise background due to the

neutrons from a hot graphite moderator at

scattering of neutrons by air.

a temperature of 2400K because this

D4c was recently upgraded by replacing the

produces neutrons with short wavelengths
and hence a high maximum Q can be

two multi-wire detectors with nine
microstrip detectors. The microstrip

achieved, leading to good real space

detectors cover a large area, giving a high

resolution. A copper monochromator is

detector solid angle and hence a very high

used to produce neutrons with a

count rate.

wavelength of 0.7Å, 0.5Å or 0.35Å,
depending which copper reflection is

Array of 9
Microstrip
Detectors

8°

Detection
Plane

7°

100cm

0

12
0°

Detector 9
Shielding

Collimation
Tubes

Fig. 2.24 The D4C liquids and
15°

Monochromator

amorphous diffractometer at the

2
Institut Laue Langevin.
Primary Shutter

Vertical
Slits

Neutron
Beam
Shielding

Secondary
Shutter

Monitor

Turbo Pump

Beamstop
“cloche”
Evacuated
Sample Chamber

Sample

Detector 1
Beamstop
Detector

Module
Neutron
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2. Pulsed Source Instrumentation
Figure 2.25 shows a schematic of the layout
of a typical neutron diffractometer at a
pulsed neutron source. The time-of-flight
technique is used to determine the
wavelength of the detected neutrons and
hence a monochromator is not needed.
The differential cross-section is measured
as a function of Q with the detector at a
fixed scattering angle, 2θ, and Q (or d) is
scanned by varying the neutron

both non-crystalline diffraction and for
powder crystallography. The incident flight
path, Li , is relatively long at 17.0 metres,
giving a very small flight path contribution
to the resolution. Thus the resolution in
the backward angle detectors is very good
with

Q Q ~0.2-0.3%. All of the detectors

are ZnS scintillators using narrow 5mm
active elements in order to minimise the
angular contribution to the resolution. The
detectors cover a very large solid angle

wavelength λ. The time-of-flight technique
is thus a dispersive technique and a white
beam covering a wide range of wavelengths
is incident on the sample.

(area~10m2, maximum azimuthal
angle~45°) so as to achieve a high effective
count rate. A nimonic t0 chopper at a
distance 9.3m from the moderator can be

Figure 2.26 shows the new GEM (General

used to close off the beam at t = 0 and thus

Materials) diffractometer at ISIS (which was

prevent very fast neutrons and prompt

constructed to replace the LAD

gamma rays from reaching the sample. This

diffractometer). This is a state of the art

prevents high energy neutrons from

pulsed source diffractometer of use for

thermalising in large pieces of sample

Sample

Fig. 2.25 Schematic of a

Li

neutron diffractometer for a

ki

pulsed (accelerator-based) neutron
source.

Moderator

kf

= mh (L +t L )
f
n
i

Lf
Detector

T-O-F
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environment equipment (e.g. high

appears to be detected at the earlier time

pressure) and then giving rise to a

t

substantial background. In addition two

source) and this leads to spurious peaks in

disc choppers are always used at flight

the data.

paths of 6.5m and 9.5m to define a

Experimental Data

restricted wavelength range for the beam
reaching the sample. This is done so as to
avoid frame overlap, which can be a

with a longer flight path. Frame overlap
occurs when slower neutrons from a pulse
of the source are overtaken by faster

0

is the period of the

In the analysis of data from a pulsed source
diffractometer, it is necessary to normalise
arising from

the moderator. This is done by measuring
the time-of-flight spectrum for a vanadium
standard, as well as for the sample. Vanadium
is used for this purpose because the

neutrons from the subsequent pulse. If the
flux of the slower neutrons is significant,
then a diffraction peak which in reality is

GEM

(where

out the flux distribution

significant problem for a diffractometer

detected at the long time of flight t,

0

scattering from vanadium is almost
completely incoherent and the Bragg peaks
are extremely small (nevertheless it is
necessary to remove the Bragg peaks from

Sample Tank
Incident
Beam

Fig. 2.26 The new GEM
diffractometer at ISIS.

Banks 6 & 7
142° - 169°

Module
Neutron
To Beam Stop
Bank 1
6° - 13°

Bank 2
14° - 21°

Bank 3
25° - 45°

Bank 5
79° - 104°
Bank 4
50 - 75°
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the data by some kind of smoothing process).

neutrons whilst the broad peak at

In practice the differential cross-section for

intermediate times is the peak of a

the sample is determined from performing

Maxwellian distribution whose position

the following operation with the measured

depends on the moderator temperature.

time-of-flight spectra;

The spectra measured on a reactor

sample container
vanadium background

corrected result

(2.33)

(A fully corrected dataset will also have been
corrected for such effects as attenuation,
multiple scattering and detector dead-time.
A discussion of these corrections is beyond

illustrates the effect of flux normalisation for
pulsed diffraction data. The vanadium time-

standard may still be used in an experiment
in order to achieve an absolute normalisation
of the differential cross-section.
One of the most important concerns for a
diffraction experiment on a disordered

Fourier transformation of Equation 2.28
extends from Q = 0 to infinity, but this is not
possible in reality. By the use of low scattering

of-flight spectrum is closely related to the

angles, 2θ, the data should be measured

arising from the

down to as low a Q-value as possible, so that

at low

moderator. The upturn in

to a flux distribution, but a vanadium

material is the Q-range. Theoretically the

the scope of this article.) Figure 2.27

flux distribution

diffractometer do not need to be normalised

they may be extrapolated reasonably down to

times is due to high energy epithermal

Time-of-flight Spectra

5000
0

are the normalised spectra for
d) polycrystalline silicon and
e) vitreous germania.
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Fig. 2.27 Time-of-flight spectra
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Q = 0. As for the high Q region, the Fourier

maximum Q depends upon the sample, but

transform can only be performed up to the

can be as high as about 60Å-1 for more

maximum limit, Qmax, of the data. However,

ordered samples.

this leads to large termination ripples in the
correlation function. The standard method
for reducing the termination ripples is to use
a modification function, M(Q), so that
T0 r

T r

2
0

Qi Q M Q sin rQ dQ, .

diffraction experiments on disordered
materials is the inelasticity correction. This
correction (often known as the Placzek

(2.34)

correction) must be made to the self
scattering (Equation 2.27) to account for

The most commonly used modification

inadequacies in the static approximation,

function is that due to Lorch,

M Q

Another very important concern for neutron

due to the inelastic scattering of neutrons by

sin rQ
rQ ,

(2.35)

the sample. A detailed consideration of the
inelasticity correction is very complex, and

where Δr=π/Qmax. The use of this

beyond the scope of this article. However, it is

modification function greatly reduces the

useful to mention some general aspects of

termination ripples, and leads to a resolution

the correction. Firstly the correction is much

in real-space with a full width at half

more severe at high scattering angle than it is

maximum (FWHM) of 5.437/Qmax. Thus the

at low scattering angle, as shown for example

real-space resolution depends upon Qmax.

in Figure 2.28 which shows the calculated

For the very best reactor diffractometer

self scattering for GeO2 on a pulsed source

(D4c), the best achievable Qmax is about 24Å-1.

instrument. For a reactor source instrument

Much higher values of Qmax are achievable

this means that the self scattering falls away to

with a pulsed source; for GEM the useful

lower values at higher scattering angles.
Secondly the correction is more severe for
low atomic masses, especially hydrogen.

Calculated Self Scattering
0.60

These two factors explain why the SANDALS

IS(Q) / barns atom-1 steradian-1

GeO2
0.55

b2

diffractometer at ISIS, which has its detectors

0.4352 barns
av

0.50

concentrated at low angles, has been so

2 =5°
0.45

successful in studying light disordered
0.40

2 =150°

systems, such as aqueous solutions.

Fig. 2.28 The calculated self

Module
2:GeO
scattering for

2

and 150°.

0.35
0

5

10

15

on a pulsed

Neutron
source at scattering Diffraction
angles of 5°

20

-1
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Inelastic Neutron
Scattering
ed. S M Bennington
Inelastic neutron scattering provides information on
the motion of atoms or electrons within a material.
This can be anything: the diffusive motions of
oxygen in a fast ion conductor; the conformation of a
polymer; the vibrations of atoms or the excitations of
electrons in a magnet.

2

Inelastic neutron scattering from polycrystalline materials
S.M. Bennington & S.F. Parker
The vast majority of

Time-of-flight Spectroscopy

scattering from a sample

The classic technique for neutron

is elastic, that is, the

spectroscopy on continuous sources such as

neutrons’ energy does not

reactors, is called triple-axis . Crystals are used to

change when it is

define the energy of the neutrons incident onto

scattered. Diffraction

the sample and to measure the energy of the

machines rely on this and

neutrons scattered from it. Brockhouse invented

assume all neutrons are

the triple-axis spectrometer in the 1950’s; they

elastic, but for neutron

are highly flexible and powerful machines and

spectroscopy this is not

Moderator

sufficient and we need to

are still the mainstay of inelastic neutron
scattering at reactors all over the world.
However triple-axis machines are not well
suited to pulsed-sources, and we tend to use timeof-flight techniques that make use of the pulsed
nature of the beam. There are many different
kinds of time-of-flight spectrometer, but they can
be grouped into two broad classes:
a) Direct, where the incident neutron energy is
selected and the final energy is calculated
from the total time-of-flight.

be able to measure the

b) Indirect, where the final neutron energy is

Sample

neutrons energy before
and after it scatters from

selected.
Each class of spectrometer has it own particular

the sample.

Monochromator

Analyser
Detector

strengths and weakness, and we will discuss each
in turn.

Direct Geometry Instruments
Direct geometry spectrometers monochromate

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of a triple-axis spectrometer. Showing

the incident neutron beam. This can be done

the monochromator crystal, which defines the incident

with either a crystal, which selects an incident

neutron wavelength, and the analyser crystal, which selects

wavelength, or with a velocity selector like a rotor,

the final neutron wavelength.

usually called a chopper (table 1.1). The
monochromated neutrons scatter from the

Table 1.1 Different
spectrometer geometries.
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Counts

Energy gain

Fig. 1.3 Time of flight diagram
for a direct geometry chopper

Energy loss

spectrometer such as HET, MARI or
MAPS. Along the horizontal axis is

Time

Detector

time from the start of the pulse and

θ

Sample

along the vertical axis is distance

l3

along the spectrometer.

l2

Chopper

l1

Moderator

sample, changing energy and direction, and are

and k f are the incident and final wavevectors

then intercepted by a detector. The final energy

respectively and

can be calculated from the time of flight from

geometry machines generally have detectors

is the scattering angle. Direct

the moderator to the detector. All of the existing

covering as wide a

direct geometry instruments at ISIS use choppers

ki

solid angle as

to monochromate the incident neutrons.

possible, given the

Crystals work well at low energies, but their

constraints of cost

reflectivity is poor at high energies and choppers

-k f

Q

are able to cover a wider energy range.

and space; so that
measurements over

Apart from the energy transfer, the

a wide swath of Q-E

neutron also transfers momentum to the sample

space can be made in a single experiment (Fig

(denoted Q ) enabling it to map out the

1.2 & Fig 1.4).

scattering function S Q, E . The momentum
transfer can be calculated using the cosine rule:

One of the more useful ways of visualising
a time-of-flight spectrometer is the distance-time
diagram (Fig 1.3). The horizontal axis is the time

Q

2

k

2
i

k

2
f

2 ki k f cos

from the proton pulse hitting the target, and the
vertical axis is the neutron flight path through

Where Q is the momentum transfer in Å-1, k i

the spectrometer, from the moderator to the
detector. The steeper the trajectory the faster the
Fig 1.2 The energy and

neutron and the higher its energy. If we follow
the neutrons from their starting point at the

momentum trajectories for a direct

moderator:

geometry spectrometer similar to

1.

The neutrons pulse originates from the

MARI with an incident energy of

moderator at time zero, with a wide

100meV.

range of energies.
2.

The neutrons are monochromated using a
chopper, and a single neutron velocity is
selected to scatter from the sample.

3.

The scattered neutrons change direction
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and tm is the neutrons’ time of flight from the

Fig 1.4 S(Q,E) for SiO2

moderator to the chopper.

glass, measured on MARI with
an incident energy of 100meV

ch

2

Ei

t ch

l l
1 1 3 1
l2
Ei

t ch

3

2

where Δtch is the opening time of the chopper.
This can be added in quadrature to the term
due to the chopper. The total energy resolution is approximately:
2

2

m

Ei

4.

1

2

ch

Ei

Ei

and energy; some gaining and some loosing

The form of these functions is shown in Fig 1.5.

energy.

The direct geometry instrument has its best

The neutrons final energy, and hence the

resolution at the highest energy transfers.

energy transfer, can be found by measuring
the total time-of-flight from the moderator
to the detector.

Indirect Geometry
Spectrometers

Direct geometry instruments have an

Indirect geometry spectrometers are the

energy resolution that depends mostly on two

reverse of the direct geometry machines; a

terms:

white beam of neutrons is allowed to scatter

a) The width of the pulse from the moderator.

from the sample then to a crystal analyser,

b) The opening time of the chopper.

which selects the final neutron energy. This

The first is fixed by the properties of the

means that the time-of-flight spectrum is also

moderator, but the second depends on the

the reverse of what you see with a direct

rotation speed of the chopper and the size of

geometry machine, the neutrons that loose the

the apertures. The uncertainty in the energy

most energy arrive at the detector first.

transfer is usually written as a fraction of the

The trajectory that a detector at a fixed angle

incident energy. The moderator term is

m

Ei

2

tm
tm

1

l3
1
l2
Ei

3

sweeps out in

ki

written:

momentum and

!

2

Q

energy space is

-k f

different for an
indirect geometry

where Δtm is the pulse width from the chopper

spectrometer. The
incident wavevector varies with time, whilst the

Fig 1.5 The energy resolution

final wavevector is fixed by the analysing energy,

for a typical chopper spectrometer

Ef, and the analysing angle, α. The momentum

such as HET or MARI with an

range of an indirect geometry machine is

incident flight path of 10.0m.

generally lower than that of a direct. This can

Two different secondary flight

be used to advantage; if a small final energy is

paths are shown.

used the Q-space trajectories are all very similar
for most energies and can be added together to
give very high intensities.
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The energy resolution depends on the device

bandpass filter. As shown in Fig. 1.7, some of

used to fix the final energy Ef. This can be a

the scattered neutrons impinge on an crystal

monochromator, a filter or a crystal analyser.

oriented so as to Bragg reflect neutrons of a
particular energy towards the detectors, the
remaining neutrons pass through the analyser
crystal and are absorbed in the shielding. Since

Fig 1.6 The momentum and

the harmonics are also reflected, it is usually

energy space tranjectories for an

necessary to remove these. This is done using a

indirect geometry spectrometer

cooled beryllium filter, this transmits neutrons

with a analyser energy of 10meV.

of less than 5 meV and Bragg scatters all
others. This property is unique to beryllium, so
any crystal analyser instrument that uses it
operates with a low final energy. This is
conveniently provided by pyrolytic graphite
that has the added advantage of high
reflectivity.
Fig 1.7 shows the distance-time diagram

At ISIS, the indirect geometry instruments,
IRIS, PRISMA and TOSCA use a crystal

for an indirect goemetry spectrometer. If, as

analyser and eVS (which operates at energies >

before, we follow the neutron from the

1eV) uses a resonance foil as a filter.

moderator to the detector:
1. We start at the moderator where there is a

The energy resolution of an indirect
geometry machine direct geometry machines

pulse of neutrons witha wide range of

is better at lower energies, where the cross-over

energies.
2. The neutrons fly to the sample. The faster,

occurs depends on the individual machines

more energetic neutrons arriving first.

but is typically around 200-300 meV. The
purpose of the analyser is to act as a narrow

Fig 1.7 The time-of-flight

Counts

Energy loss

diagram for an indirect geometry

Energy gain

crystal analyser spectrometer.

Time

Detector
Crystal
θ

Sample

l2
l1

Moderator
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3. The neutrons scatter from the sample
changing energy and direction.

neutrons on the sample gives a maximum value
for l1. Typically l1 is in the range 10 – 20 m and

4. The scattered neutrons are filtered, and a
single final energy is selected and the rest
absorbed.

l2 is 0.5 – 1.0 m.
The effects of the various factors can
be seen in the evolution of TOSCA as shown in

5. The analysed neutrons are detected

Fig. 1.8. At less than ~ 50 meV, the angular

and their total time-of-flight recorded.

uncertainty term dominates and at higher
energies the resolution depends on the (δ/l1)2

The neutrons that loose energy at the sample

term. The plot is misleading in that it looks like

arrive last in the detector, since they must have

the resolution is very poor at low energies, in

started with a lower energy. This is the reverse

practice it is almost constant at ~1 meV. The

of the direct geometry instrument, where

original instrument was at 12 m from the

neutrons that gain energy at the sample arrive

moderator and used relatively thick analyser

first.

crystals and detectors. The first stage was to
The resolution function is given by:
2

ET

2

Where

l1

Ef
Ei

cot

l Ei
1 2
l1 E f

3/ 2

2 1/ 2

is the geometric average of the

uncertainties in the flight time due to physical
factors such as the finite pulse width, the
mosaicity of the analyser, and the thickness of:
the sample, analyser crystal and detectors.
and l 2 are the lengths of the incident and final
flight paths, Ei and E f are the incident and
final energies,

is the analysing angle and

Δε is the uncertainty in the energy transfer.
Thus the resolution is optimised by the use of
long incident flight paths and small final flight
paths. There are limitations on both of these;
engineering constraints impose a minimum
distance on l1 and the need to have some
Fig 1.8 The resolution of
TOSCA. Top: original instrument
(12 m, thick analyser crystals and
detectors), middle: first stage (12
m, thin analyser crystals and
detectors), lower: current
configuration (17 m, thin
analyser crystals and detectors).
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reduce the thickness of the analyser crystals
and detectors which resulted in an
improvement at low energies, the final stage
was to move the instrument to 17 m which
resulted in a large improvement in the
resolution at higher energy transfer.
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Single Crystal Experiments on Chopper Spectrometers
C.D. Frost
Detector Trajectories
Through (Q,ω)
A chopper spectrometer measures
inelastic neutron scattering by fixing the energy
and wave-vector of the incident neutrons and
then using a large detector array to detect
scattered. The final neutron energy and
wavevector are determined from the time-offlight and the position of the detector elements.
The equations that govern the momentum and energy transferred to the sample are

Q

ki

kf

that lie on an arc at a constant distance from
the sample and characterised by a single
parameter, the scattering angle φ with respect
to the incident wave-vector. This is a typical
arrangement of detectors on instruments like
HET and MARI at ISIS. We can now plot the
trajectories of these detectors as a function of
the energy transfer, ω, and the Q components
parallel and perpendicular to that wave-vector.
We see that a parabolic plane in (Q,ω) space is
accessed by the measurement [Fig 1.9].
In a single crystal experiment the sample
is placed in the neutron beam with a particular

2

2m

array of detectors in a chopper spectrometer

ki

2

kf

2

orientation with respect to the spectrometer
and hence the incident wave-vector. The

These equations define, for any single detector

trajectories depicted in Fig 1.9 can now be

within the detector array, the trajectory of

thought of as taking a path through the

measurement through the four-dimensional

reciprocal space defined by the single crystal, as

space (Q, ω) as a function of time-of-flight. Of

well as that defined by the spectrometer. This

the four possible variables, energy (∼ω) and the

means that the components of the momentum

three components of momentum transfer (Q),

transfer vector, Q, can also be expressed both

three are independent.

in the reciprocal space defined by the single

To understand how these time of flight

crystal sample as well as that definfed by the

trajectories are used to measure the inelastic

spectrometer. We can freely transform (Q,ω)

neutron scattering response from a single

space between these two ‘view-points’ simply by

crystal sample we will take as an example an

knowing the orientation of the crystal with
respect to the spectrometer.

Fig 1.9 The accessible region of

Excitations arising from magnetic

(Q,w) space for a given incident

interactions or phonons in particular regions of

energy Ei. The line at angle φ to

reciprocal space can therefore be accessed

the incident wave vector gives all

through judicious choice of crystal orientation

the scattered wave vectors kf
intercepted by the detector at that

and incident energy. Fig 1.10 demonstrates the

scattering angle. For a given Q

intersection of the trajectory of a single detector

the energy transfer is obtained by

through reciprocal space and an excitation

dropping a line (dashed in the

emanating from the [10-1] reciprocal lattice

figure) from the paraboloid to meet

point. Many such detector trajectories, as would

the end of the vector Q.

result from a large detector array, can conse-
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quently build up a data set that measures a large

orientation of the crystal and spectrometer

part of the excitation being studied. In order to

can be visualised and the choice of incident

visualise the reciprocal space that is measured

energy and crystal orientation made. Most

by the choice of incident neutron energy with

sample environment equipment allows the

The Neutron Training Course

crystal to be rotated in the one plane, so that
the parameters defining the orientation are the

Fig 1.10: Section (right)

crystallographic plane that is the plane of

through the paraboloid for a

rotation and the angle of that rotatation. Fig

detector. The dispersion relation

1.11 is such a plot for a measurement of

around a reciprocal lattice point is

hexagonal cobalt.

shown and excitations (left) are

The resulting measurement for the
excitations (spin waves in this case) for the

expected at the energy transfers
where it intersects the paraboloid.

above configuration is show in Fig 1.12. The
dark rings of scattering emanated from the
reciprocal lattice points and correspond to the
several banks of detectors a plot has been

intersection of the spin-wave dispersion with

developed that projects the energy transfer

the trajectory of measurement of that detector.

dimension down the ω-axis onto the Q⊥ and Q||

In this case the reciprocal space is defined in

plane. The beginning of this can be seen in Fig

terms of the reciprocal lattice units of the

1.9 where five energy transfer contours have

cobalt crystal, allowing direct interpretation of

been projected downwards. In addition to this

the data.

the reciprocal lattice of the crystal is overlaid
onto this diagram so that the the relative

In the above example the third component of Q, also perpendicular to the incident

Fig 1.11: A plot of the
accessible region of (Q,ω) space
on MARI in the (100)-(001)
plane of hexagonal cobalt with
c* at 11.3º to ki and Ei =
450meV. The radial lines
correspond to individual
detectors and each wedge gives
the scattering angle range
covered by a bank of detectors.
The circular contours are lines
of equal energy transfer in
10meV intervals (50meV for
double lines). The spots mark
reciprocal lattice points and the
stars indicate the zone
boundaries.
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Fig 1.12: Contour plot of
intensity for the sample and
configuration of Fig 1.11.

wave-vector and perpendicular to Q⊥ in Fig 1.9

MARI) was seen to produce a plane in (Q,ω)

has been ignored. In reality, on instruments like

space. MAPS collects data over a pixelleted area

HET and MARI, the detectors are cylinders

and hence produces a volume in (Q,ω) space as

with their length substantially larger then their

all three Q components are measured.

diameter (30cm and 2.54 cm respectively). It is
this third component of Q that is parallel to the

lar choice of incident energy and crystal

length of the detectors tubes and hence

orientation contains ~108 pixels of data, from

integrated over during a measurement. The

which the scattering function is constructed, in

data collected, for example in Fig 1.12, whilst

software, in a volume of reciprocal space with

treated by calculating the Q corresponding to

complete freedom to construct scans along any

the centre of the detectors, is actually measur-

direction in that reciprocal space volume and

ing a large ‘out of plane’ component leading to

to project data onto any plane in reciprocal

relatively poor Q-resolution in this direction.

space. divided into typically 107 volume

The detector array on MAPS uses

elements. Through the graphical user interface

position-sensitive detectors. The 16m area is

driven visualisation software, the experimenter

divided into 36,864 approximately square

has complete freedom to construct scans along

pixels. This enables MAPS to collect data where

any direction in that reciprocal space volume

there is no direction that has significantly

and to project data onto any plane in recipro-

poorer Q resolution due to the shape of the

cal space. As before the data can either be

detectors. In the above example a line of

represented in the space of the spectrometer

detectors (a typical arrangement on HET and

or, more usually, represented in the reciprocal

2
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A typical MAPS data set for any particu-
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space of the crystal. The pixellated detector
therefore enables a free choice of integration
in this reciprocal space rather than the fixed
integration paths that result from the long nonpixellated detectors found on HET and MARI.

Figure 1.13: Trajectories of
detectors through (Q,ω) space

Low Dimensional Systems

with the non-dispersive direction

With systems that are two-dimensional

parallel to the incident wave-

(e.g. La2CuO4, YBa2Cu3O7-x) or one-dimen-

vector

sional (e.g. KCuF3 and CuGeO3), the nondispersive nature of the excitations along one
or two directions in the crystal leads naturally
to two configurations.

Fig 1.14: The 1D
dispersion along the chain
direction (i.e. (00l)) as a
function of energy in KCuF3
(S=1/2 1D Chain) measured
on MAPS.

The first configuration has the nondispersive direction parallel to the incident
wave-vector [Fig 1.13]. The scattering can be
projected onto the plane Q⊥, and energy
transfer which maps the whole dispersion can
then be mapped with one setting of the
Fig 1.15: Trajectories of

incident energy and crystal orientation, as can

detectors through (Q,ω) space

be seen in Fig 1.14. The second case has the

with the non-dispersive direction

non-dispersive direction set perpendicular to

perpendicular to the incident

the incident wave-vector [Fig 1.15]. In this case

wave-vector.

many adjacent detectors can be summed to
increase the count-rate with little broadening
of the peaks.
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The use of computational chemistry for the analysis of INS
spectra. S.F. Parker
The neutron scattering law

The great advantage of neutron spectroscopy

exactly as seen in diffraction studies. Thus the

is directly calculable using

in all its forms is that it generates data where

expression says that the observed intensity is

computational methods

the intensity can be understood quantitatively.

given by the product of the inelastic cross-

making computational and

This is common-place for elastic scattering

section, the momentum transfer and the

neutron scattering natural

processes; X-ray and neutron diffraction

amplitude of vibration and damped by a

partners.

depend critically on being able to calculate

Debye-Waller factor.

intensity, but it is unusual in the field of

There are several points worth noting:

inelastic scattering. This is particularly the case

1. Since the intensity depends on the inelastic

for vibrational spectroscopy, where energy

cross-section and the amplitude of

transfers in the range 0 – 500 meV (0 – 4000

vibration it will be dominated by atoms that

cm ) are studied. The most frequently used

have large cross-sections and small masses.

techniques for vibrational spectroscopy,

Hydrogen has an inelastic cross-section of

infrared and Raman spectroscopy, often only

80 barns (deuterium and most other

use the intensity to give a yes/no answer to the

elements have <5 barns) and the lightest

question “is a particularly type of molecular

mass. Thus if hydrogen is present it will

fragment present”. This is because the

dominate the scattering.

-1

intensities depend on the derivatives of

2. There are no terms that depend on

properties that are determined by the

symmetry, thus there are no selection rules

electronic arrangement present. Until recently,

and all modes are (in principle) INS active.

these were very difficult to calculate and

3. The Debye-Waller factor is reduced by

attempts to apply empirical rules to calculate

going to low temperature, hence the best

spectra were largely useless.

results are obtained below 30K.

In contrast, inelastic neutron scattering

4. The expression assumes incoherent

(INS) spectroscopy is governed by the

scattering from powders. For oriented

scattering of the neutron by the nucleus rather

systems the directionality needs to be

than the electrons. The potential for this

explicitly considered. For coherent

interaction can be modeled by a very simple

scatterers, a more complex but essentially

form (the Fermi pseudopotential) and this

similar expression is obtained.

ultimately (see Squires) leads to an expression
Thus to calculate an INS spectrum the

that can be summarised as:

S Q,

2

2

Q U exp Q

2

U T2

Here S(Q,ω) is the observed intensity of the
transition at energy ω, σ is the inelastic crosssection, Q is the momentum transfer, Uω is the
amplitude of vibration for the mode at energy
ω, UT is the total amplitude of motion
(including the whole body motions). The
exponential term is a Debye-Waller factor,
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problem reduces to finding a means to obtain
the transition energies and the amplitudes of
vibration. There are a number of ways that this
can be achieved. The simplest is to consider
the system as an isolated entity that consists of
point (known) masses connected by springs.
Such a system has 3N-6 (N = number of atoms)
normal modes. The problem is best
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formulated as a matrix algebra problem, the

first approximation means that the

eigenvalues provide the transition energies

intermolecular interactions must be small

and the eigenvectors provide the amplitudes of

which in practice means that there is no

vibration. This is known as the Wilson GF

hydrogen bonding. The harmonic

method. By varying the individual force

approximation is generally valid , the only

constants of the springs, the energies of the

common failure is for X-H (X = C, N, O)

normal modes can be adjusted to match the

stretching motions above 350 meV (2800 cm-1).

observed ones. The difficulty is that there are

Strong intermolecular interactions also often

3N-6 observations but ~(3N-6) /2 force

result in anharmonic behaviour.

constants thus the problem is severely under-

An example of what is achievable with both the

determined. To make the problem tractable, it

old and the new methods is shown in Fig 1.16.

is assumed that some of the force constants are

It can be seen that both methods give similar

2

zero or are not independent. The approach

Fig 1.17: Measured and

has been used successfully for more than 50

calculated vibrational spectra for

years and has been implemented in the

N-methylacetamide in the fully

program CLIMAX for the analysis of INS data.

protonated, isolated molecule and

The rise of computational chemistry as

for the solid state.

computers become cheaper and more
powerful has allowed another approach to be
used. Ab initio programmes such as Gaussian or
DMol allow an energy minimised molecular
structure to be calculated and from that
structure, the vibrational frequencies and
amplitudes are calculated. This method works
extremely well provided two essential
approximations are valid; that the molecule
can be treated as an isolated i.e. gas-phase
species and that the system is harmonic. The

quality results, the difference is the “handcrafted” balls-and-springs analysis took several
months, while the ab initio method took
approximately one day for the calculation and

Fig 1.16 Comparison of

less than that for the generation of the INS

experimental (a) and calculated

spectrum!

INS spectrum of maleic anhydride

The limits on the size of molecule that

using empirically (b) and ab

can be handled by ab initio methods depends

initio (c) derived forcefields.

on the number of atoms in the molecule, the
type of atoms (CHNO only or whether heavier
atoms present) and the power of the
computer. A 1GHz PC took about a day to
calculate a molecule with the empirical
formula C9H8O3. (To use the Wilson GF
method for the same molecule would be a PhD
project with no guarantee of success).
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For three dimensional systems, an
alternative approach is to use a more
sophisticated variant of the balls-and-springs
idea of the Wilson GF method. In the lattice
dynamics (LD) approach, the calculation
begins with the adiabatic approximation which
enables us to treat the solutions of the
electronic problem as interaction potentials of
the nuclear problem. Although modern LD
programs can adopt effective potentials, or use
several force constants for long range
interactions (such as the second and third
neighbour interactions), they are usually
restricted to nearest neighbour interactions
only. This is not usually a limitation. however,
since the nearest neighbour interactions play a
dominant role.
By assuming harmonic forces and
periodic boundary conditions, we can obtain a
normal mode distribution function of the
nuclear displacements at absolute zero
temperature (under normal circumstances).
The problem is then reduced to a classical
system of coupled oscillators. The
displacements of the coupled nuclei are the
resultants of a series of monochromatic waves
(the normal modes). The number of normal
vibrational modes is determined by the
Fig 1.18: Measured and

For larger systems different methods

number of degrees of freedom of the system

calculated density-of-states for

are needed. The leading edge of

(i.e. 3N, where N is the number of nuclei).

aluminium. The calculation is

computational chemistry is the extension to

Under these conditions the one-phonon

lattice dynamics using a Leonard

two and three dimensional systems and these

dispersion relation can be evaluated and the

Jones potential. The measurement

methods are starting to have an impact. The

vibrational density of states (DOS) is obtained.

was made using the MARI

advantage is that the intermolecular

The utility of the DOS is that it can be related

spectrometer with an incident

interactions are automatically included and

to other physical properties such the as specific

energy of 55meV.

the data includes the whole-body motions at

heat capacity. Fig 1.18 compares the DOS of

low energies. These methods are still largely

aluminium calculated from a molecular

the province of the computational expert, but

dynamics simulation with that measured on

as the methods become more robust and user-

MARI.

friendly they will increasingly supplant the

Molecular dynamics (MD) is another

isolated molecule calculations. A recent

method that has been used for very large and

example is shown in Fig 1.17.

complex systems. MD calculations are based
on the numerical integration of Newton’s
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Fig 1.19: Comparison of
experimental (upper) and MD
calculated INS spectra (lower) of
the oxamide crystal. Although the
basic unit is small, all of the
hydrogen atoms and both oxygen
atoms are involved in hydrogen
bonding.

equations of motion for a many-body system.
Using very small but finite time steps, the real
positions and the associated velocities of all of
the atoms in the system are followed. New
atomic positions and velocities are determined
from the numerical solution of the equations
of motion with suitable potentials acting for
fixed duration. For a lattice system a modest
number of atoms covering several unit cells
can be used to create a simulation cell.
Moreover, if periodic boundary conditions are
imposed, properties that depend upon

the same atom at some later time, t. The
development of this correlation as time passes
provides access to the single-particle velocity
autocorrelation function, VACF(t). In a
harmonic crystal the DOS is the real part of
the Fourier transform of VACF(t). As an
illustration, Fig 1.19 shows an MD calculation
of the oxamide crystal. Although the basic unit
is small, all of the hydrogen atoms and both
oxygen atoms are involved in hydrogen
bonding. Thus to treat the crystal correctly,
these interactions must be accounted for.

distances much larger than the simulation cell
can be calculated. The mean kinetic energy of
all of the atoms in the system represents the
system’s temperature. Scaling the velocity coordinates and equilibrating can be used to
control this temperature. With the increasing
power of computers, this method of classical
mechanical simulation has become very
popular. Unlike LD, it simulates the dynamical
processes at given temperature and pressure.
It is therefore a widely used tool for the
investigation of a range of microscopic
properties in liquids and solids, such as
structure, vibrational dynamics, diffusion and
phase transitions. Its versatility is
demonstrated by the wide variety of work
related to water and ice. Of particular interest
here is its use in the simulation of the INS
spectra of lattices.
MD calculations relate the velocity,
v(t), of a given atom, at time to = 0 to that of
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Large Scale Structures
ed. S E Rogers
Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and neutron
reflection (NR) have become key techniques to many
scientists in the large scale structures community for
studying a wide range of important and
technologically relevant phenomena in the areas of
Soft Matter, Advanced Materials and Bio-molecular
Science. Traditionally, SANS is used to study the
bulk properties of a material (such as size,
polydispersity, structure and particle interaction),
and NR would be used to characterise thin film
systems in the direction perpendicular to the surface
to give information such as layer thickness and
orientation. The length scales probed by these
techniques range from tens to hundreds of
nanometres which makes them ideal for studying
materials such as surfactants, colloids, polymers,
liquid crystals, protein solutions and lipid bilayers
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83"(#6*#=3>+.+"/-01B##D0+#,3"/+#6*#?#*6,#3#53,-)2:.3,#(+-+2-6,#561)-)6"#)1#-0+"#9:20#.3,/+,#31#3"<#/)>+"#
83"(#6*#=3>+.+"/-01B##D0+#,3"/+#6*#?#*6,#3#53,-)2:.3,#(+-+2-6,#561)-)6"#)1#-0+"#9:20#.3,/+,#31#3"<#/)>+"#
then!
larger! as!,+5,+1+"-1#
any! given!31#
pixel!
on!()**+,+"-#
a! detector!
represents!
as! many! different!
QOvalues!
as!
5)4+.# much!
6"# 3# (+-+2-6,#
93"<#
?K>3.:+1#
31# =3>+.+"/-01#
0)--)"/# )-B#
# D0+# "+:-,6"#
5)4+.# 6"# 3# (+-+2-6,# ,+5,+1+"-1# 31# 93"<# ()**+,+"-# ?K>3.:+1# 31# =3>+.+"/-01# 0)--)"/# )-B# # D0+# "+:-,6"#
wavelengths!hitting!it.!!The!neutron!wavelengths!are!deduced!by!recording!the!time!it!takes!for!the!
=3>+.+"/-01#3,+#(+(:2+(#8<#,+26,()"/#-0+#-)9+#)-#-3G+1#*6,#-0+#"+:-,6"1#-6#-,3>+.#*,69#-0+#-3,/+-#-6#-0+#
=3>+.+"/-01#3,+#(+(:2+(#8<#,+26,()"/#-0+#-)9+#)-#-3G+1#*6,#-0+#"+:-,6"1#-6#-,3>+.#*,69#-0+#-3,/+-#-6#-0+#
neutrons!to!travel!from!the!target!to!the!detectors!(this!is!the!timeOofOflight!technique).!!At!a!fixed!
(+-+2-6,1#7-0)1#)1#-0+#-)9+K6*K*.)/0-#-+20")F:+;B##%-#3#*)4+(#=3>+.+"/-0#)"1-,:9+"-#(3-3#*,69#-=6#6,#-0,++#
(+-+2-6,1#7-0)1#)1#-0+#-)9+K6*K*.)/0-#-+20")F:+;B##%-#3#*)4+(#=3>+.+"/-0#)"1-,:9+"-#(3-3#*,69#-=6#6,#-0,++#
wavelength!instrument!data!from!two!or!three!sample!to!detector!distances!are!often!required!to!
1395.+#-6#(+-+2-6,#()1-3"2+1#3,+#6*-+"#,+F:),+(#-6#/)>+#-0+#8+1-#,+1:.-1'#=0).1-#=0+"#:1)"/#-)9+#6*#*.)/0-#
1395.+#-6#(+-+2-6,#()1-3"2+1#3,+#6*-+"#,+F:),+(#-6#/)>+#-0+#8+1-#,+1:.-1'#=0).1-#=0+"#:1)"/#-)9+#6*#*.)/0-#
give!
the! best! results,!
whilst! when!
time!
of! flight!561)-)6"#
a! simultaneous!
with!-03-#
a! single!
3# 1)9:.-3"+6:1#
9+31:,+9+"-#
=)-0#using!
3# 1)"/.+#
(+-+2-6,#
)1# :1:3..<#measurement!
1:**)2)+"-B# 7&6-+#
-0+# "+4-#
3# 1)9:.-3"+6:1# 9+31:,+9+"-# =)-0# 3# 1)"/.+# (+-+2-6,# 561)-)6"# )1# :1:3..<# 1:**)2)+"-B# 7&6-+# -03-# -0+# "+4-#
detector!position!is!usually!sufficient.!(Note!that!the!next!SANS!beam!line,!D33,!at!ILL!should!be!able!
$%&$#8+39#.)"+'#LMM'#3-#!II#106:.(#8+#38.+#-6#65+,3-+#)"#-)9+#6*#*.)/0-#96(+#8<#:1)"/#9+203")23.#8+39#
$%&$#8+39#.)"+'#LMM'#3-#!II#106:.(#8+#38.+#-6#65+,3-+#)"#-)9+#6*#*.)/0-#96(+#8<#:1)"/#9+203")23.#8+39#
to!
operate! in! time! of! flight! mode! by! using! mechanical! beam! choppers! to! produce! short! pulses! of!
20655+,1#-6#5,6(:2+#106,-#5:.1+1#6*#=0)-+#8+39#"+:-,6"1B;#
20655+,1#-6#5,6(:2+#106,-#5:.1+1#6*#=0)-+#8+39#"+:-,6"1B;#
white!beam!neutrons.)!
L+-+2-6,#
L+-+2-6,#
Detector!
$23--+,+(#8+39#
$23--+,+(#8+39#
$23--+,)"/#>+2-6,'#?#
Scattered!beam!
$23--+,)"/#>+2-6,'#?#
Scattering!vector,!Q!
!

!"2)(+"-#8+39
,#
!"2)(+"-#8+39
,#
Incident!beam
,
!
=3>+.+"/-0'##
#
=3>+.+"/-0'##
#
wavelength,!! λ!

!

# # (2)!

#

D,3"19)--+(#8+39#
#
D,3"19)--+(#8+39#
Transmitted!beam!
$395.+#
$395.+#
Sample!
#
!

θ!

#

!"#$%&'()''*+,"-./'#&01&2%+'3&2'$,'40%'.'5675'&8,&%"1&92:''*+,"-./';./$&'04'
40%'5675'"3'<=:'
!"#$%&'()''*+,"-./'#&01&2%+'3&2'$,'40%'.'5675'&8,&%"1&92:''*+,"-./';./$&'04'
40%'5675'"3'<=:'
Figure'1:''Typical'geometry'set'up'for'a'SANS'experiment.''Typical'value'of'θ for'SANS'is'5°.'

For!optimal!Q!resolution!the!collimation!distance!before!the!sample!is!often!matched!to!the!sample!
to! detector! distance.! ! When! the! sample! to! detector! distance! is! reduced,! neutron! guide! tubes! are!
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2,&,1&"#$2'-&)/1,5$$60,/$&0,$-)(%*,$&"$2,&,1&"#$2'-&)/1,$'-$#,2.1,27$/,.&#"/$8.'2,$&.3,-$)#,$'/-,#&,2$
)&$&0,$4#"/&$"4$&0,$3,)($*'/,$&"$,44,1&'9,*:$3#'/8$&0,$/,.&#"/$-".#1,$1*"-,#$&"$&0,$-)(%*,5$;"$#,)10$&0,$
inserted!at!the!front!of!the!beam!line!to!effectively!bring!the!neutron!source!closer!to!the!sample.!To!
-()**,-&$+$9)*.,-$&0,$'/1'2,/&$/,.&#"/$4*.<$'-$)*=):-$*"=,#$'/$1"/9,/&
reach!
the! smallest! Q! values! the! incident! neutron! flux! is! always! lower! in! conventional! “pinhole!
)-$)$*"/8$'/1'2,/&$1"**'()&'"/$'-$/,,2,25$$$;0,$>?$@AB@$%)&&,#/-$"3&)'/,2$)#,$"4&,/$#)2')**:$)9,#)8,2$&"$
collimation”! SANS! as! a! long! incident! collimation! is! needed.! ! ! The! 2D! SANS! patterns! obtained! are!
8'9,$)/$'/&,/-'&:7$CD+E7$9-5$+$%*"&$D!'8.#,$>E5$
often!radially!averaged!to!give!an!intensity,!I(Q),!vs.!Q!plot!(Figure!2).!
;0'-$#'/8$1"##,-%"/2-$&"$
%,)J$'/$&0,$O?$2)&)$-,&
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>
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!"#$%&'()''*'+,-"./0'1/+/'2&+'3%45'678'294:";#'+9&'(<'"5/#&'4;'+9&'0&3+'/;1'+9&'%/1"/00,'/=&%/#&1'><'"5/#&'4;'+9&'
Figure'2:''A'typical'data'set'from'LOQ'showing'the'2D'image'on'the'left'and'the'radially'averaged'1D'image'on'
%"#9+?'
the'right.'

CD+E$ 1"/&)'/-$ &0,$ '/4"#()&'"/$ "4$ -'F,7$ -0)%,$ )/2$ '/&,#)1&'"/-$ 3,&=,,/$ &0,$ -1)&&,#'/8$ 1,/&#,-$ '/$ &0,$
I(Q)!contains!the!information!of!size,!shape!and!interactions!between!the!scattering!centres!in!the!
-)(%*,5$! There!
$ ;0,#,$are!
)#,$
()/:$
&:%,-$
@AB@$
)/)*:-'-$
&0)&$
)%%*'1)3*,$
)$ ='2,$
#)/8,$
"4$ -1',/&'4'1$
sample.!
many!
types!
of!"4$
SANS!
analysis!
that!
are!)#,$
applicable!
to! a!&"$
wide!
range!
of! scientific!
2'-1'%*'/,-5$
!"#$
,<)(%*,7$
&0,$
/"#()*'-,2$
@AB@$
'/&,/-'&:$
4"#$
("/"2'-%,#-,$
0"("8,/".-$
-%0,#'1)*$
disciplines.! For! example,! the! normalised! SANS! intensity! for! monodisperse! homogenous! spherical!
%)#&'1*,-$CD+E$1)/$3,$2,4'/,27$&"$)$8""2$)%%#"<'()&'"/7$)-G$
particles!I(Q)!can!be!defined,!to!a!good!approximation,!as:!
!

!

!

!

! $$

(3)!DHE$

=0,#,$ B$ '-$ &0,$ /.(3,#$ "4$ -1)&&,#'/8$ %)#&'1*,-7$ I$ '-$ &0,$ 9"*.(,$ "4$ "/,$ -1)&&,#'/8$ %)#&'1*,7$ $ '-$ &0,$
where!N!is!the!number!of!scattering!particles,!V!is!the!volume!of!one!scattering!particle,!Δρ!is!the!
2'44,#,/1,$ '/$ /,.&#"/$ -1)&&,#'/8$ *,/8&0$ 2,/-'&',-$ 3,&=,,/$ &0,$ %)#&'1*,$ )/2$ '&-$ 3)1J8#"./2$ -"*9,/&$ "#$
difference!in!neutron!scattering!length!densities!between!the!particle!and!its!background!solvent!or!
()&#'<K$4./1&'"/$LD+E$'-$&0,$ 4"#($4)1&"# $)/2$8'9,-$'/&#)M%)#&'1*,$'/4"#()&'"/$D-'F,$)/2$-0)%,E7$&0,$*)#8,#$
matrix;!function!P(Q)!is!the!“form!factor”!and!gives!intraOparticle!information!(size!and!shape),!the!
&0,$%)#&'1*,$&0,$("#,$-&,,%*:$LD+E$4)**-$"44$='&0$+5$$@D+E$'-$&0,$-&#.1&.#,$4)1&"#$)/2$1"/&)'/-$'/&,#M%)#&'1*,$
larger!the!particle!the!more!steeply!P(Q)!falls!off!with!Q.!!S(Q)!is!the!structure!factor!and!contains!
'/4"#()&'"/$ D%)#&'1*,$
'/&,#)1&'"/-E5$
$ @D+E$ '-$ ,N.)*$! S(Q)!
&"$ O$ is!
4"#$equal!
-.44'1',/&*:$
2'*.&,7$
/"/M'/&,#)1&'/8$
-:-&,(-5$
interOparticle!
information!
(particle! interactions).!
to! 1! for!
sufficiently!
dilute,! nonO
!'8.#,$ H$-0"=-$-10,()&'1)**:$&0,$,44,1&$ "4$@D+E7$/"/M'/&,#)1&'/8$%)#&'1*,-$D0)#2$-%0,#,-E$)/2$#,%.*-'9,$
interacting!systems.!Figure!3!shows!schematically!the!effect!of!S(Q),!nonOinteracting!particles!(hard!
spheres)!
and! repulsive! interactions! push! down! I(Q)! at! small! Q! as! concentration! increases,!
'/&,#)1&'"/-$%.-0$2"=/$CD+E$)&$-()**$+$)-$1"/1,/&#)&'"/$'/1#,)-,-7$1.*('/)&'/8$'/$)/$"#2,#,2$-&#.1&.#,$
culminating!in!an!ordered!structure!with!a!“Bragg!like”!peak.!Attractive!interactions!tend!to!increase!
='&0$
&'9,$ '/&,#)1&'"/-$&,/2$&"$'/1#,)-,$ -1)&&,#$)&$-()**$+7$)-$&#)/-',/&$*)#8,$
scatter!at!small!Q,!as!transient!large!particles!or!actual!aggregates!form.!B!is!an!approximately!flat!
%)#&'1*,-$"#$)1&.)*$)88#,8)&,-$4"#(5$P$'-$)/$)%%#"<'()&,*:$4*)&$3)1J8#"./2$-'8/)*7$8,/,#)**:$#,8)#2,2$)-$
background!signal,!generally!regarded!as!due!to!“incoherent”!scattering,!often!due!to!hydrogen,!but!
often!in!reality!also!containing!significant!inelastic!scattering.!!
'/,*)-&'1$-1)&&,#'/85$$
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S(Q)(Structure(Factor!

P(Q)(Form(Factor!
Dilute!nonOinteracting!
Homogenous!sphere!

I(Q)(Scattering(Profile!
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SHS(Q)!

I(Q)!

Q!

Q!
P(Q)!

Attractive!
Q!

I(Q)!

SATT(Q)!

Q!

Q!
!

Figure'3:''Schematic'representation'of'P(Q)'and'S(Q)'for'both'repulsive'and'attractive'homogeneous'spheres'
4
and'their'contribution'to'I(Q). '

Information!on!the!particle!size!and!shape!can!be!found!using!mathematical!modelling!or!by!using!
traditional! graphical! plots! related! to! limiting! forms! of! the! scattering! at! some! part! of! the! QOrange,!
such!as!!the!Guinier5!approximation!(at!low!Q)!and!the!Porod6!law!for!smooth!interfaces!(at!high!Q).!!

Mathematical* modelling:' ' The! Guinier! approximation! is! only! valid! when! the! system! under!
investigation!is!dilute!and!nonOinteracting,!though!sometimes!results!from!a!series!of!concentrations!
can!be!extrapolated!to!“zero!concentration”.!!If!this!is!not!the!case!then!information!on!the!size!and!
shape!of!the!particles!in!a!sample!can!be!obtained!from!fitting!the!whole!range!of!the!experimental!
data!by!using!mathematical!modelling.!!The!program!commonly!employed!by!SANS!users!at!ISIS!for!
data!fitting!is!FISH.7!!FISH!can!fit!and!simulate!a!variety!of!different!form!factors,!structure!factors!
and!polydispersity!functions!using!a!selection!of!models!(a!lecture!and!practical!session!using!FISH!
will!be!given!during!this!training!course).!
Models! are! not! selected! at! random.! ! Known! or! calculated! physical! parameters! such! as! packing!
parameters,!Pc,!volume!fraction,!estimated!particle!size,!charge,!QOdependence!of!the!SANS!curves,!
etc.! are! used! to! make! informed! choices! on! the! model! employed.! ! The! example! below! shows! a!
Gaussian! coil! fit! for! a! partially! deuterated! solid! polymer! (polystyrene)! sample! (the! Gaussian! coil!
model!is!a!standard!model!which!can!be!found!in!FISH).!!From!this!fit!it!was!found!that!the!I(Q=0)!for!
the!polymer!is!80!cmO1!and!the!radius!of!gyration!(Rg)!is!74!Å.
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Figure'4:''A'2D'image'of'the'scattering'from'partially'deuterated'polystyrene'(image'on'left)'which'has'been'
radially'averaged'to'produce'the'1D'plot'on'the'right'hand'side:''●'='the'data'points,'—'='the'Gaussian'coil'fit'.'

!
Guinier*approximation:!!The!Guinier!approximation!relates!the!low!Q!part!of!the!scattering!profile!
to!the!radius!of!gyration,!Rg,!of!the!particle.!!In!this!regime!(QRg! <! 1)!the!form!factor!is!insensitive!to!
particle!shape.!!The!example!below!(Figure!5)!shows!P(Q)!vs.!Q!plots!of!various!particle!shapes!all!of!
which! have! an! Rg! of! 31! Å.! ! It! can! be! seen! that! all! the! curves! look! similar! at! low! Q! in! the! Guinier!
regime!but!differ!at!higher!Q!(where!the!scattering!curve!is!sensitive!to!particle!shape).!!The!example!
also!shows!how!adding!polydispersity!into!a!system!not!only!steepens!the!curve!at!low!Q!but!it!also!
‘smears’!out!the!maxima!and!minima!present!at!higher!Q!(●!vs.●!=!monodisperse!vs.!polydisperse!
spheres).!!

!
Figure'5:''P(Q)'vs.'Q'plots'for'various'particle'shapes'● ='Rod,'R'='10,'L'='105'Å,'●'='Disc,'R'='44,'L'='10'Å'●'='
Gaussian'coil,'● ='Monodisperse'sphere'R'='40'Å,'all'with'the'same'Rg'of'31'Å, ● ='Polydisperse'sphere'with'
mean'radius'Rbar'='40'Å'and'σ/Rbar'='0.15.''The'left'hand'plot'is'a'linVlin'plot'and'the'right'hand'plot'is'logVlin.

!
!
!

!
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!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;#
!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;#
!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;#
!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;#
#
#
#
.<2#
!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;#
!"#$%&#'()")&*#*&+),&#-./012#34*#5)6($&#787$&,7#9&:4,&7;## #
#
.<2#
In!the!Guinier!regime!P(Q,R)!for!dilute!systems!becomes:!
# #
#
.<2#
=%&*&#1+#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
## ##
##
.<2#
.<2#
!
!
!
# (4)!
#
#
.<2#
=%&*&#1
+#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
=%&*&#1
#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
+
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
=%&*&#1
#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
++#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
=%&*&#1
Where!R
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
g!is!the!root!mean!square!value!of!the!radius!averaged!over!the!volume!of!the!particle.!
=%&*&#1
+#)7#$%&#*44$#,&>"#7?(>*&#@>6(&#43#$%&#*>5)(7#>@&*>+&5#4@&*#$%&#@46(,&#43#$%&#A>*$):6&B#
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
.G2
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
If!it!is!assumed!that!S(Q)=1!and!
!
!
!
!then!(3)!becomes:!
!3#)$#)7#>77(,&5#$%>$#C./2DE#>"5#
#$%&"#.F2#9&:4,&7;#
.G2
.G2
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/I0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1
(5) .G2
+# J# EB##K%)7#
.G2
I
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/
0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1
I
.G2
+# J# EB##K%)7
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/
0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1+# J# EB##K%)7#
2I
A!plot!of!ln!I(Q)!versus!Q
,!the!Guinier!plot,!should!include!a!linear!section!up!to!the!limit!QR
<
1.!!
I
764A&#)7##
0#>"5#$%&*&34*&#1
#34*#$%&#A>*$):6&#:>"#9&#5&$&*,)"&5#3*4,#$%&#764A&B###
g!
!
+
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/
0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1
+#+#JJ
# EB##K%)7#
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/
0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1
# EB##K%)7#
I
764A&#)7##
0#>"5#$%&*&34*&#1
+#34*#$%&#A>*$):6&#:>"#9&#5&$&*,)"&5#3*4,#$%&#764A&B###
H#A64$#43#6"#!./2#@&*7(7#/
0#$%&#'()")&*#A64$0#7%4(65#)":6(5&#>#6)"&>*#7&:$)4"#(A#$4#$%&#6),)$#/1
+# J# EB##K%)7#
This!slope!is!!
!
!and!therefore!R
764A&#)7##
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!!!!!!Chapter(3:(Large(Scale(Structures(

(((The(Neutron(Training(Course(

Ns!is!the!number!density!of!surfactant!molecules!(concentration!x!NA).!!The!Porod!approximation!can!
also!be!used!to!estimate!the!particle!radius.!!For!monodisperse!spheres!of!radius!R,!plotting![I(Q).Q4]!
vs.!Q!!gives!a!first!maximum!at!Q'=2.7'/'R!and!a!minimum!at!Q'='4.5'/'R.
!
Anisotropic*scattering:((Of!course,!not!all!systems!give!an!isotropic!scattering!pattern.!!Samples!can!
be! orientated! and! therefore! give! an! anisotropic! scattering! pattern! as! shown! below! in! Figure! 7.!!
Information!about!the!orientation!within!the!sample!can!be!uncovered!using!SANS.

!
Figure'7:''2D'image'of'a'mixed'surfactant'solution'orientated'by'flow.'

Further!information!on!SANS!and!data!fitting!will!be!given!during!this!course!can!also!be!found!in!the!
literature.8!–!10!
!
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Specular!neutron!reflection!provides!information!about!inhomogeneities!normal!to!an!interface!or!
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direction!normal!to!the!surface!or!interface.!In!the!kinematic!approximation
!the!specular!reflection!
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where!
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In!the!exact!definition!of!refractive!index
!there!are!additional!terms:!because!of!the!neutron!spin!
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the!
neutrons! also! interact! with! magnetic! induction! and! so! are! ideally! suited! to! studying! thin! film!
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magnetism,!
the! basics! of! which! are! covered! in! the! section! on! magnetic! reflections.! There! is! an!
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imaginary!
component!
in! addition! to! the! real! component.! The! imaginary! component! is! related!
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primarily!
to!
absorption! and! for! many! systems! the! absorption! crossOsections! are! negligible,! Gd! and!
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Dy!being!notable!exceptions.!
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Perhaps!
the!
most! important! aspect! of! the! technique! is! that! hydrogen! (H)!E6LF)-2)'*0)-,(),).1)M6MLF)-./0)
and! deuterium!
(D)! have!
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vastly!different!scattering!powers,!and!which!are!of!different!sign!(b'for!H'is!–3.74!fm!and!for!D'is!
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6.674'fm).'This!means!that!for!organic!systems!H/D!isotopic!substitution!can!be!used!to!manipulate!
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the!refractive!index!distribution!at!the!surface!or!interface,!whilst!leaving!the!chemistry!essentially!
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unaltered.!By!selective!deuteration!particular!features!or!components!at!the!interface!or!surface!can!
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highlighted!
or! masked,! and! it! is! this! selectivity! which! makes! the! technique! so! powerful! for!
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studying!biological!and!polymer!systems.!
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For!an!infinitely!thick!slab!of!material!equation!1!reduces!via!equations!2!and!3!to:!
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3!mm!deep!approximates!to!an!infinitely!thick!slab!of!material.!A!reflectivity!profile!for!D
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!!!!!!Chapter(3:(Large(Scale(Structures(

(((The(Neutron(Training(Course(
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Figure'1:''D2O'specular'reflectivity'curve'with'fit'to'the'data'taken'on'the'CRISP'reflectometer.'The'inset'is'the'
!"#$%&'()''*+,'-.&/$01%'%&20&/3"4"35'/$%4&'6"37'2"3'38'37&'9131'31:&;'8;'37&'<=>?@'%&20&/38A&3&%B'C7&'";-&
-31;91%9'#&8A&3%5'3713'"-'$-&9'28%'0"D$"9'-$%21/&-B'E'-$.&%'A"%%8%'"-'$-&9'38'%&9$/&'37&'1;#0&'82'";/"9&;/
standard'geometry'that'is'used'for'liquid'surfaces.'A'super'mirror'is'used'to'reduce'the'angle'of'incidence'to'
37&'/%"3"/10'&9#&'38'F&'%&1/7&9'67"0&':&&.";#'37&'0"D$"9'-1A.0&'0&4&0B'C7"-'-.&/$01%'/8;-"-3-'82'G'9"22&%&;3'
allow'the'critical'edge'to'be'reached'while'keeping'the'liquid'sample'level.'This'specular'consists'of'3'different'
2%8A'G'9"22&%&;3'1;#0&-'1;9'-3"3/7&9'38#&37&%B'
data'sets'from'3'different'angles'and'stitched'together.'

"#$! %#&'! %(')$*(+&,! (&! -*'.! /0$(1&,! '.)! 2)3'$#2! &4('')$*25! +)25'.&,! F,! ($)! 6#&*'*7),! (28! ;' *&!
For!most!materials,!as!with!xOrays,!the!neutron!scattering!lengths,!b,!are!positive,!and!n'is!less!than!
32*'19!:.*&!5*7)&!$*&)!'#!'#'(+!)/')$2(+!$);+)4'*#2,!*2!4#2'$(&'!'#!4#27)2'*#2(+!+*5.'!&4('')$*259!:.*
unity.!This!gives!rise!to!total!external!reflection,!in!contrast!to!conventional!light!scattering.!This!is!
0=
O1
*2! ;*53$)!
=! ('! +#-!
>4! 2O)!and!is!linked!to!the!scattering!length!density!Nb!by!
! ;#$! ?@AB! (28! *&! +*2C)8! '#! '.)! &4('')$*25! +)25'.! 8)2&*'1! H
visible!in!figure!1!at!low!Q
!for!D
c!(≈0.0098!Å
$)+('*#2D!
the!relation:!
!

!

!

!

! 9!!!

!

!

(6)! !

!

!

EFB!

"#$!2)3'$#2&!(28!/0$(1&!'.)!$);$(4'*7)!*28)/!*&!G3&'!&%(++)$!'.(2!32*'1!E('
';' (I JK,!(28!&#!'
For! neutrons! and! xOrays!
the! refractive! index! is! just! smaller! than! unity! (1' −' n' ≤' 10−4),! and! so! the!
H"L'-.*4.!.(&!'.)!+($5)&'!7(+3)!#;!HFK
critical!glancing!angles!for!total!reflection!are!small!(0.1⁰/Å!for!Ni,'which!has!the!largest!value!of!Nb).'
*%6#$'(2'!
6$(4'*4(+! )/6)$*%)2'(+!
(28! %)(&3$)%)2'&!
.(7)!
This! has! important! practical!
experimental!
consequences!4#2&)H3)24)&!
and! measurements!
have! to! be! made!
at! '#! <)! %(8)! (
*24*8)24)!3&*25!.*5.+1!4#++*%(')8!<)(%&9!!
grazing!incidence!using!highly!collimated!beams.!!

J'!&.#3+8!<)!2#')8!('!'.*&!6#*2'!'.('!'.)!'.)#$1!;#$!/0$(1!(28!2)3'$#2!$);+)4'*7*'1!*&!%#&'+1!(2(+#
It!should!be!noted!at!this!point!that!the!theory!for!xOray!and!neutron!reflectivity!is!mostly!analogous,!
6$*%($1!8*;;)$)24)&!<)*25!*2!.#-!'.)!$);$(4'*7)!*28)/!*&!8);*2)8!;#$!<#'.!(28!'.('!&4('')$*25!
the! primary! differences!
being! in! how! the! refractive! index! is! defined! for! both! and! that! scattering!
L!
4!
7($1!$(28#%+1!(4$#&&!'.)!6)$*#8*4!'(<+)!;#$!2)3'$#2&!$('.)$!'.(2!(&!K
(&!;#$!/0$(1&9!M)24)!%
lengths!b!vary!randomly!across!the!periodic!table!for!neutrons!rather!than!as!Z
as!for!xOrays.!Hence!
')/'<##C&! (28! $);)$)24)&! #2! )*'.)$! 2)3'$#2&! #$! /0$(1&! 4(2! <)! 3&)8! -.)2! 8)(+*25! -*'.! '.)
most!good!textbooks!and!references!on!either!neutrons!or!xOrays!can!be!used!when!dealing!with!the!
L0P
4O8
*2')$;)$)24)!6.)2#%)2(!#;!N*)&&*5!;$*25)&!(28!O$(55!$);+)4'*#2&,!)'49
!!J'!&.#3+8!(+&#!<)!2#')8
standard!interference!phenomena!of!Kiessig!fringes!and!Bragg!reflections,!etc.
!!It!should!also!be!
'-#! ')4.2*H3)&! ($)! 4#%6+)%)2'($1! (28! -.)2! 3&)8! '#5)'.)$! 4(2! 6$#7*8)! &*52*;*4(2'! *2&*5.'!
noted!that!the!two!techniques!are!complementary!and!when!used!together!can!provide!significant!
&1&')%&! (28! %(')$*(+&9! A'.)$! &*52*;*4(2'! 8*;;)$)24)&! ($*&)! -.)2! %(52)'*4! &4('')$*25! *&! '(
insight!into!new!systems!and!materials.!Other!significant!differences!arise!when!magnetic!scattering!
is!taken!into!account.! (44#32'9!
*

!

*

!

Magnetic*Reflection*
By!employing!a!polarised!beam!of!neutrons!it!is!possible!to!obtain!sensitivity!to!magnetism.!This!has!
many! uses! in! condensed! matter! physics! when! dealing! with! magnetic! systems! such! as! giant!
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and! does!
not!
contribute!
to! the!
scattering,!
serving!
only!
to! define!.$-4)*+#
the! (*'"#
,*/# (23.)/$#
37$#
.,%&'$#
,*/#
*(3#
8(*3-)023$#
3(#
.8,33$-)*+?#
/$1)
,*/# (23.)/$#
37$#
.,%&'$#
,*/#
/($.#
*(3#
8(*3-)023$#
3(#
37$#
.8,33$-)*+?#
.$-4)*+#
(*'"#
3(#
/$1)*$#
37$#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#
/)-$83)(*5#
#
@1#
37$#
)*8(%)*+#
*$23-(*#
).#
&(',-).$/#
2&#
(-#
/(9*#
9)37#
-$.&$83#
3(#
37$#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#
/)-$83)(*5#
#
@1#
37$#
)*8(%)*+#
*$23-(*#
).#
&(',-).$/#
2&#
(-#
/(9*#
9)37#
-$.&$83
magnetisation! direction.!
! If! the! incoming!
neutron!
is!)*8(%)*+#
polarised! *$23-(*#
up! or! down!
with! respect!
to!/(9*#
the! 9)37# -$.&$83#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#
/)-$83)(*5#
# @1# 37$#
).# &(',-).$/#
2&# (-#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#
/)-$83)(*5# # @1# 37$# )*8(%)*+# *$23-(*# ).# &(',-).$/# 2&# (-# /(9*# 9)37# -$.&$83# 3(# 37$#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#37$*#37$#%,+*$3)8#&(3$*3),'#87,*+$.#.)+*#,*/#.20.$E2$*3'"#37$#3(3,'#.8,33$-)*+#'$*+37#).#
%,+*$3).,3)(*#37$*#37$#%,+*$3)8#&(3$*3),'#87,*+$.#.)+*#,*/#.20.$E2$*3'"#37$#3(3,'#.8,33$-)*+#'
magnetisation!then!the!magnetic!potential!changes!sign!and!subsequently!the!total!scattering!length!
%,+*$3).,3)(*#37$*#37$#%,+*$3)8#&(3$*3),'#87,*+$.#.)+*#,*/#.20.$E2$*3'"#37$#3(3,'#.8,33$-)*+#'$
%,+*$3).,3)(*#37$*#37$#%,+*$3)8#&(3$*3),'#87,*+$.#.)+*#,*/#.20.$E2$*3'"#37$#3(3,'#.8,33$-)*+#'$*+37#).#
/)11$-$*3#1(-#.&)*#2&#,*/#.&)*#/(9*#*$23-(*.?#37).#1(-%.#37$#0,.).#1(-#&(',-).$/#*$23-(*#-$1'$83(%$3-"5#
/)11$-$*3#1(-#.&)*#2&#,*/#.&)*#/(9*#*$23-(*.?#37).#1(-%.#37$#0,.).#1(-#&(',-).$/#*$23-(*#-$1'$83(%
/)11$-$*3#1(-#.&)*#2&#,*/#.&)*#/(9*#*$23-(*.?#37).#1(-%.#37$#0,.).#1(-#&(',-).$/#*$23-(*#-$1'$83(%
is! different!
for! spin!
up! and! spin! down! neutrons,! this! forms! the! basis! for! polarised! neutron!
/)11$-$*3#1(-#.&)*#2&#,*/#.&)*#/(9*#*$23-(*.?#37).#1(-%.#37$#0,.).#1(-#&(',-).$/#*$23-(*#-$1'$83(%$3-"5#
reflectometry.!
##
:PK>#####
:PK>#
:PK>#
##
:PK>#
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
(10)!
67$# 3(3,'#67$#
.8,33$-)*+#
'$*+37# *(9#
7,.# *(9#
*$23-(*#
/$&$*/$*8$5#
@3# .7(2'/#@3#
0$#.7(2'/#
*(3$/#0$#
37,3#
37$# 33
3(3,'#
'$*+37#
*$23-(*#
/$&$*/$*8$5#
*(3$/#
3(3,'# .8,33$-)*+#
.8,33$-)*+#
'$*+37#
*(9# 7,.#
7,.#&(',-).,3)(*#
*$23-(*# &(',-).,3)(*#
&(',-).,3)(*#
/$&$*/$*8$5#
@3#
.7(2'/#
0$#
*(3$/#
67$#
'$*+37#
*(9#
7,.#
*$23-(*#
&(',-).,3)(*#
/$&$*/$*8$5#
@3#
.7(2'/#
0$#
*(3$/#
37,3#
37$#
The!3(3,'#
total! .8,33$-)*+#
scattering!
length!
now!
has!
neutron!
polarisation!
dependence.!
It!
should!
be!
noted!
that!
the!
&(',-).,3)(*#(1#37$#*$23-(*#0$,%#).#/$1)*$/#.(#37,3#37$#&'2.#.)+*#:.&)*#2&#*$23-(*#.3,3$>#8(--$.&(*/.#3(#
&(',-).,3)(*#(1#37$#*$23-(*#0$,%#).#/$1)*$/#.(#37,3#37$#&'2.#.)+*#:.&)*#2&#*$23-(*#.3,3$>#8(--$.&
&(',-).,3)(*#(1#37$#*$23-(*#0$,%#).#/$1)*$/#.(#37,3#37$#&'2.#.)+*#:.&)*#2&#*$23-(*#.3,3$>#8(--$.&
&(',-).,3)(*#(1#37$#*$23-(*#0$,%#).#/$1)*$/#.(#37,3#37$#&'2.#.)+*#:.&)*#2&#*$23-(*#.3,3$>#8(--$.&(*/.#3(#
polarisation!of!the!neutron!beam!is!defined!so!that!the!plus!sign!(spin!up!neutron!state)!corresponds!
,#0$,%#(1#*$23-(*.#&(',-).$/#0"#,#&(',-).$-#9)37#)3.#%,+*$3).,3)(*#)*#37$#.,%$#/)-$83)(*#,.#37$#.,%&'$#
,#0$,%#(1#*$23-(*.#&(',-).$/#0"#,#&(',-).$-#9)37#)3.#%,+*$3).,3)(*#)*#37$#.,%$#/)-$83)(*#,.#37$#
,#0$,%#(1#*$23-(*.#&(',-).$/#0"#,#&(',-).$-#9)37#)3.#%,+*$3).,3)(*#)*#37$#.,%$#/)-$83)(*#,.#37$
,#0$,%#(1#*$23-(*.#&(',-).$/#0"#,#&(',-).$-#9)37#)3.#%,+*$3).,3)(*#)*#37$#.,%$#/)-$83)(*#,.#37$#.,%&'$#
to!a!beam!of!neutrons!polarised!by!a!polariser!with!its!magnetisation!in!the!same!direction!as!the!
%,+*$3).,3)(*5##67$#-$.2'3#1(-#0,.)8#&(',-).$/#-$1'$83)4)3"#).#39(#-$1'$83)4)3"#82-4$.#(*$#1(-#$,87#.&)*#.3,3$#
%,+*$3).,3)(*5##67$#-$.2'3#1(-#0,.)8#&(',-).$/#-$1'$83)4)3"#).#39(#-$1'$83)4)3"#82-4$.#(*$#1(-#$,87#.&
%,+*$3).,3)(*5##67$#-$.2'3#1(-#0,.)8#&(',-).$/#-$1'$83)4)3"#).#39(#-$1'$83)4)3"#82-4$.#(*$#1(-#$,87#.&
RL reflectivity!
%,+*$3).,3)(*5##67$#-$.2'3#1(-#0,.)8#&(',-).$/#-$1'$83)4)3"#).#39(#-$1'$83)4)3"#82-4$.#(*$#1(-#$,87#.&)*#.3,3$#
sample! magnetisation.!
! The! result! for! basic! polarised! reflectivity! is! two!
curves! one! for!
RL
RL
:2&#(-#/(9*>#,*#$A,%&'$#(1#97)87#).#.7(9*#)*#B)+2-$#Q#1(-#,#
S)#.,%&'$H#
:2&#(-#/(9*>#,*#$A,%&'$#(1#97)87#).#.7(9*#)*#B)+2-$#Q#1(-#,#
S)#.,%&'$H#
:2&#(-#/(9*>#,*#$A,%&'$#(1#97)87#).#.7(9*#)*#B)+2-$#Q#1(-#,#
S)#.,%&'$H#
RL
:2&#(-#/(9*>#,*#$A,%&'$#(1#97)87#).#.7(9*#)*#B)+2-$#Q#1(-#,#
S)#.,%&'$H# 58Ni!sample:!
each!spin!state!(up!or!down)!an!example!of!which!is!shown!in!Figure!2!for!a!
!
!
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"#$%&'!()!*+,-&#.'/!0'%1&+0!/-1-!2&+3!-! 6#!17#0!2#,38!97'!.:,#11#0$!+2!17'!;#'..#$!2&#0$'.!#.!/%'!1+!17'&'!<'#0$!1=+!
58
Figure'2:'Polarised'neutron'data'from'a' Ni'thin'film.'The'splitting'of'the'Kiessig'fringes'is'due'to'there'being'
>&#1#>-,!'/$'.!2+&!17'!1=+!.:#0!.1-1'.?!17-1!<'#0$!17'!&'.%,1!+2!17'!/#22'&'01!.#$0!+2!17'!3-$0'1#>!.>-11'&#0$!,'0$178!
two'critical'edges'for'the'two'spin'states,'that'being'the'result'of'the'different'sign'of'the'magnetic'scattering'
length.!
"#$!%&'(!)$&$()$(*!%+,**$-'(.!/$(.*#!'%!'00$)',*$/1!2'%'3/$!'(!*#$!%&/'**'(.!45!*#$!*64!+7-2$%!,-47()!*#$!
45

8'$%%'.!5-'(.$%9!"#'%!%#'5*!'%!)7$!*4!*#$!)'55$-$(*!&4%'*'4(%!45!*#$!+-'*'+,/!$).$!)7$!*4!*#$!0,.($*'+!*$-0!'(!
The!spin!dependent!scattering!length!is!immediately!visible!in!the!splitting!of!the!two!curves!around!
*#$!%+,**$-'(.!/$(.*#9!
the!Kiessig!fringes.!This!shift!is!due!to!the!different!positions!of!the!critical!edge!due!to!the!magnetic!
:$!term!in!the!scattering!length.!
(46! #,2$! *#-$$! &4/,-'%$)! '(%*-70$(*%! ,*! ;<;<=! *#$! 4-'.'(,/! >?;<@! '(%*-70$(*! ,()! *#$! ($6! A55<&$+!
,()!@4/?$5!0,+#'($%!4(!"<B=!3,%'+!)$%+-'&*'4(%!45!6#'+#!,-$!.'2$(!/,*$-!4(9!
We!now!have!three!polarised!instruments!at!ISIS,!the!original!CRISP!instrument!and!the!new!OffSpec!
!

and!PolRef!machines!on!TS2,!basic!descriptions!of!which!are!given!later!on.!

!
!"#$%&'%'(")*+%,-.%,%/0(1$.%1&023$%
Time*of*flight*and*a*pulsed*source*
"#$!$%%$(+$!45!,!%&$+7/,-!-$5/$+*'4(!0$,%7-$0$(*!'%!*4!0$,%7-$!*#$!%&$+7/,-!-$5/$+*'2'*1!,%!,!57(+*'4(!45!
6,2$!2$+*4-!C040$(*70D!*-,(%5$-=!E=!&$-&$()'+7/,-!*4!*#$!%7-5,+$!4-!'(*$-5,+$9!"#'%!+,(!3$!,+#'$2$)!'(!
The! essence! of! a! specular! reflection! measurement! is! to! measure! the! specular! reflectivity! as! a!
*64!)'55$-$(*!6,1%F!$'*#$-!31!7%'(.!,!%'(./$!04(4+#-40,*'+!6,2$/$(.*#!,()!2,-1'(.!*#$!.-,G'(.!,(./$!45!
function!of!wave!vector!(momentum)!transfer,!Q,!perpendicular!to!the!surface!or!interface.!This!can!
be!achieved!in!two!different!ways;!either!by!using!a!single!monochromatic!wavelength!and!varying!
%4-*$)!
31! *'0$! 45! 5/'.#*9! "#$! /,**$-! ,&&-4,+#! '%! 04%*! %7'*$)! *4! &7/%$)! ($7*-4(! %47-+$%=! ,()! *#$! ),*,!
the!grazing!angle!of!incidence,!or!by!using!a!fixed!angle!of!incidence!and!a!range!of!wavelengths!(a!
-$&4-*$)!'(!*#'%!-$2'$6!+4//'0,*$)!'(!*#$!
G!)'-$+*'4(!*4!.'2$!2,/7$%!45!
454! *1&'+,//1!
5-40!B!*4!HI9!!J!
“white! beam”)! which! are! sorted! by! time!
of! flight.! The! latter! approach!
is! most! suited!
to! pulsed!
*1&'+,/!;<;<!&7/%$!,%!7%$)!31!>?;<@!'%!%#46(!'(!K'.7-$!L9!
neutron!sources,!and!the!data!reported!in!this!review!collimated!in!the!z!direction!to!give!values!of!

!

ΔQ/Q'typically!from!2!to!5%.!!A!typical!ISIS!pulse!as!used!by!CRISP!is!shown!in!Figure!3.!
!
!

!
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Figure'3:''50'Hz'pulse'from'26K'H2'moderator'at'the'1 'target'station'at'ISIS.''This'spectrum'was'measured'
immediately'after'passing'the'disc'and'nimonic'choppers.'

Vertical! and! horizontal! slits,! in! the! ranges! 0.2! to! 3.0! mm! and! 10! to! 40! mm,! provide! sample!
illumination!area!in!the!range!1!to!100!cm2.!Measurement!times!vary!in!the!range!of!tens!of!seconds!
to! up! to! several! hours;! and! are! highly! dependent! upon! the! particular! system! being! studied.!!
Measurements!can!be!made!from!total!reflection!(at!low!Q)!to!reflectivity’s!≤!10−7!(at!high!Q).!The!
reflectivity!decays!as!Q' V4' (see!Fresnel!coefficients)! and!the!signal!to!noise!at!high!Q'is!usually!limited!
by!sample!dependent!background,!predominantly!from!incoherent!scattering!contributions.!!
!
Data*fitting*and*analysis(
The!next!step!in!a!reflectivity!experiment!is!fitting!the!data!to!extract!the!useful!information.!There!
are! many! fitting! programs! available! on! the! web! for! download.! Below! are! some! examples! of! CRISP!
neutron!data!that!has!then!been!fitted!to!extract!the!scattering!length!density!profiles!as!a!function!
of! depth.! These! all! work! on! the! same! basic! principles! which! can! be! found! in! the! following!
references.7O10!
Data!sets!from!a!magnetic!polarised!experiment!on!a!FeRh!sample!are!displayed!in!figure!4,!showing!
how! it! is! possible! to! see! how! the! magnetism! changes! as! a! function! of! temperature.! This! fit! was!
achieved! by! using! the! GAREF! package! from! the! NIST! website! as! well! as! the! Polly! software! form!
ISIS.11,!12!
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!
Figure'4:'The'left'panel'displays'polarised'neutron'data'from'a'FeRh'sample'along'with'a'fit'to'the'data.'The'fits'
give'the'Scattering'length'density'profile'displayed'in'the'panel'on'the'right.'The'structure'and'magnetic'
profiles'can'be'extracted'as'a'function'of'depth'into'the'sample'showing'how'the'magnetic'structure'changes'
with'temperature'in'this'case.'Thanks'to'Dr'Ray'Fan'for'providing'this'data.'

This!can!also!be!used!to!obtain!information!from!biological!systems.!Figure!5!shows!some!data!of!a!
lipid! monolayer! system! with! two! different! contrasts! obtained! using! a! deuterated! version! of! the!
monolayer.11,! 12! ! Recent! work! involving! polarised! neutrons! has! opened! up! the! use! of! a! magnetic!
contrast! layer! allowing! an! extra! contrast! per! sample.! Simultaneous! fitting! of! multiple! contrasts!
greatly!enhances!the!data!analysis.!
Offspecular! reflectivity! is! shown! in! figure! 6! from! a! Co/Ru! multilayer! showing! a! clear! but! broad!
antiferromagnetic!peak!at!low!Q,!while!the!structural/ferromagnetic!peak!is!clearly!visible!at!twice!
that! position! and! is! a! lot! sharper.! The! broadening! of! the! AF! peak! is! an! indication! of!
antiferromagnetic! domain! structure.! The! right! panel! is! the! spin! asymmetry! of! the! two! spin! states!
and!gives!indication!of!the!nature!of!the!two!features!with!the!antiferromagnetic!peak!having!almost!
zero!contrast!compared!to!the!ferromagnetic!peak.!Taking!lateral!cuts!over!these!data!and!fitting!it!
with!a!distorted!wave!born!approximation!(DWBA)!or!simple!born!approximation!yields!information!
regarding!the!inOplane!structural!and!magnetic!morphology.!
The! capabilities! of! neutron! reflectometry,! as! highlighted! above,! have! made! a! significant! impact! in!
many!areas!of!softO,!hard!condensed!matter!and!the!life!sciences.!!

!
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(
Figure'5:'Neutron'Reflectivity'Profiles,'modelVtoVdata'fits'(A)'and'the'associated'scattering'length'density'
profiles'these'fits'describe'(B)'for'a'protein'adsorbed'to'a'lipid'monolayer.'Data'in'red'was'obtained'using'a'
deuterated'lipid'acyl'chain'while'data'in'blue'was'obtained'from'a'hydrogenous'lipid'acyl'chain.'Both'data'sets'
employed'air'contrast'matched'water'(ACMW)'as'the'solution'subphase'and'hydrogenous'protein.'A'cartoon'of'
the'interfacial'structure'these'fits'described'is'shown'(C).'Thanks'to'Dr'Luke'Clifton'for'providing'this'data.'
'

'
Figure'6:'Polarised'neutron'offVspecular'reflectivity'maps'from'a'Co/Ru'multilayer'system.'The'left'panel'shows'
one'spin'state'map'data.'The'sensitivity'is'to'magnetic'scattering'is'evident'in'that'the'antiferromagnetic'peak'
is' visible' as' a' broad' peak' at' low' Q,' while' the' structural/ferromagnetic' peak' is' clearly' visible' at' twice' that'
position.'The'broadening'of'the'AF'peak'is'an'indication'of'antiferromagnetic'domain'structure.'The'right'panel'
is' the' spin' asymmetry' of' the' two' spin' states' and' gives' indication' of' the' nature' of' the' two' features' with' the'
antiferromagnetic'peak'having'almost'zero'contrast'compared'to'the'ferromagnetic'peak.'
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The*Instruments!
!"#$%&'()*+#&('!
Currently! at! ISIS,! there! is! one! SANS! instrument! (LOQ)! and! two! reflectometers! (CRISP! and! SURF)!
"#$$%&'()!*'!+,+,-!'.%$%!/0!1&%!,23,!/&0'$#4%&'!56789!*&:!';1!$%<(%='14%'%$0!5">+,?!*&:!,@>A9!$#&&/&B!
running! on! the! first! target! station! (TS1)! and! one! SANS! instrument! (SANS2D)! and! three!
1&!'.%!</$0'!'*$B%'!0'*'/1&!5C,D9!*&:!1&%!,23,!/&0'$#4%&'!5,23,EF9!*&:!'.$%%!$%<(%='14%'%$0!57<<,G%=-!
reflectometers!(OffSpec,!INTER!and!PolRef)!operating!on!TS2!(SANS2D).!!!
+3CH>!*&:!?1(>%<9!1G%$*'/&B!1&!C,E!5,23,EF9I!!!
The!second!phase!will!see!two!further!machines!built!(ZOOM!and!LARMOR)!and!these!are!currently!
C.%!0%=1&:!G.*0%!;/((!0%%!';1!<#$'.%$!4*=./&%0!J#/('!5K77L!*&:!62>L7>9!*&:!'.%0%!*$%!=#$$%&'()!/&!
in!the!design!process.!
'.%!:%0/B&!G$1=%00I!
!
!

The*SANS*Instruments:*

!"#$,-.,$%&'()*+#&('/$

LOQ:*
012/$
The!wavelengths!obtained!on!LOQ!are!defined!by!the!disc!chopper!(two!discs!of!B4C!and!aluminium!
C.%!
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with!a!specified!angular!cutOout!as!shown!below).!!The!broadest!wavelength!band!available!on!LOQ!
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is! 2.2!
–! 10.0! Å! is! achieved! when! the! chopper! operates! at! 25! Hz! (half! the! ISIS! frequency)! with! an!
EIE!
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structures!in!the!size!range!of!tens!to!thousands!of!Angstroms!can!be!studied!using!LOQ.!
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Schematic'of'LOQ'with'approximate'distanced'from'moderator.'

7'.%$!=14G1&%&'0!1&!'.%!/&0'$#4%&'!*$%Z!
Other!components!on!the!instrument!are:!
![!E!R!'1!$%:#=%!J*=YB$1#&:!
• ,1((%$!0#G%$4/$$1$!J%&:%$!;./=.!$%41M%0!&%#'$1&0!;/'.!
Soller!supermirror!bender!which!removes!neutrons!with!λ!<!2!Å!to!reduce!background!

• 2G%$'#$%!0%(%='1$0!;./=.!:%</&%!'.%!0/U%!*&:!0.*G%!1<!'.%!&%#'$1&!J%*4!
Aperture!selectors!which!define!the!size!and!shape!of!the!neutron!beam!
1M%$(*G! 4/$$1$0! ;./=.! G$%M%&'! '.%! #&;*&'%:! 0(1;-! (1&B! ;*M%(%&B'.! &%#'$1&0! <$14! *!
• A$*4%!
Frame!overlap!mirrors!which!prevent!the!unwanted!slow,!long!wavelength!neutrons!from!a!
<$*4%!%&'%$/&B!'.%!<1((1;/&B!<$*4%!5;.%$%!1&%!<$*4%!/0!1&%!+,+,!G#(0%!/I%I!;.%&!+,+,!$#&0!*'!OQ!
frame!entering!the!following!frame!(where!one!frame!is!one!ISIS!pulse!i.e.!when!ISIS!runs!at!
TU!'.%$%!*$%!OQ!<$*4%0!/&!*!0%=1&:9!
40!Hz!there!are!40!frames!in!a!second)!

• C;1!(1;P
Two! lowOefficiency! incident! beam! monitors,! M1! and! M2.! ! M1! monitors! the! “raw”! TOF!
;./=.!/0!#&*<<%='%:!J)!;*M%(%&B'.!1$!=1((/4*'/1&!=.1/=%!*&:!LE!:%'%='0!
'.%!C7A!0G%='$#4!*'!
spectrum!which!is!unaffected!by!wavelength!or!collimation!choice!and!M2!detects!the!TOF!
spectrum!at!the!sample!position!and!is!used!to!normalise!the!smallOangle!scattering!from!the!
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sample! as! a! function! of! wavelength.! ! Monitor! 3! is! used! to! measure! the! transmission!
measurements!required!
•

A!scintillator!detector!bank!(comprising!of!four!scintillators)!which!covers!the!higher!QOrange!
of!LOQ!and!is!known!as!the!highOangle!bank!detector!

•

The!main!detector!which!is!a!3HeOCF4!filled!ORDELA!area!detector!which!has!an!active!area!of!
64!x!64!cm!with!5!mm!resolution!

*

SANS2D:*
SANS2D! has! an! extremely! wide! simultaneous! QOrange! of! 0.002! –! 3.0! ÅO1! which! is! achieved! by!
combining!a!large!range!of!neutron!wavelengths!(2!–!14.0!Å)!and!two!moveable!1!m2!detectors!(3HeO
CF4!filled!ORDELA!area!detectors!with!5!mm!resolution!98cm!x!98cm!).!!Again,!the!wavelengths!used!
are!defined!by!a!chopper.!!With!an!interim!moderator!on!TSO2,!!and!L1!at!4m!and!collimation!similar!
to! LOQ,! SANS2d! has! about! 8! times! the! count! rate! at! small! Q,! ! three! times! in! middle! Q! and! 50! or!
more!times!at!higher!Q!due!to!the!large!detector.!!!
The!rear!detector!can!be!placed!from!2.84!to!12m!from!the!sample,!is!offset!170mm!vertically!and!
can!be!offset!+O300mm!sideways.!The!front!detector!can!be!offset!up!to!1250mm!sideways,!rotated!
to!face!the!sample,!and!independently!be!positioned!from!about!1.4m!after!the!sample.!!
Other!components!on!the!instrument!are:!
•

9!channel,!3.25!m!long,!m!=!3!bender!which!removes!fast!neutron!background!

•

Aperture!selectors!which!define!the!size!and!shape!of!the!neutron!beam!

•

5! x! 2! m! of! 30! x! 20! mm,! m! =! 1! coated! straight! neutron! guides! which! allow! the! collimation!
length!to!be!altered!from!2!–!12!m!

•

Two! lowOefficiency! incident! beam! monitors,! M1! and! M2.! ! M1! monitors! the! TOF! spectrum!
immediately! after! the! chopper! and! M2! detects! the! TOF! spectrum! at! the! sample! position.!!
Both!can!be!used!to!normalise!the!smallOangle!scattering!from!the!sample!as!a!function!of!
wavelength.!!Monitor!3!is!used!to!measure!the!transmission!measurements!required!as!on!
LOQ!

!
Schematic'of'SANS2D.!

*

!
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The*Reflectometers:*
CRISP:**
C.'J.'Kinane*

!
Schematic'of'the'CRISP'beamline.'

CRISP! is! a! time! of! Flight! (TOF)! instrument! operating! at! 50! Hz.! For! reflectivity! thermal! neutrons! (≈!
25meV)! are! required,! these! are! provided! by! a! grooved! H2! moderator! maintained! at! 26K.! The!
resultant! energy! spectrum! is! reasonably! described! by! a! Maxwell! O! Boltzmann! distribution! with! an!
approximate! wavelength! range! of! 0.5! Å! –! 6.5! Å.! This! wavelength! range! is! achieved! by! two!
synchronised! choppers.! This! allows! a! Q! range! of! ≈! 0.005! ÅO1! to! 0.3! ÅO1! to! be! reached! in! the! out! of!
plane!direction!allowing!layer!thicknesses!from!10!Å!–!2000!Å!to!be!investigated.!The!upper!value!of!
Q!that!can!be!reached!is!only!limited!by!the!loss!of!information!in!the!reflectivity!associated!with!the!
sample!background.!
CRISP!is!also!equipped!for!polarised!neutron!scattering!and!analysis,!allowing!magnetic!materials!to!
be!studied!as!well!as!opening!up!magnetic!contrast!experiments!for!biological!systems.!Studies!can!
be! undertaken! with! either! a! high! resolution,! high! signal! to! noise! point! detector! for! specular!
measurements! or! a! multidetector! which! allows! offspecular! data! to! be! recorded.! This! allows! the!
study!of!inOplane!structures!on!length!scales!0.5!µm!to!50!µm.!
A! variable! aperture! disc! chopper! defines! the! wavelength! band,! and! prompt! pulse! suppression! is!
achieved! by! a! “nimonic”! chopper.! Additional! frame! overlap! suppression! is! provided! by! the! nickel!
coated! silicon! wafer! frame! overlap! mirror,! which! reflects! out! wavelengths! greater! than! 13! Å.! The!
incident!beam!is!well!collimated,!allowing!a!variable!beam!size!and!angular!divergence,!with!typical!
dimensions!of!40!mm!width!(horizontal!direction)!and!up!to!10!mm!in!height!(vertical!direction).!
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A! polarising! mirror! followed! immediately! by! a! Drabkin! spin! flipper! and! a! static! guide! field! provide!
variable! polarisation! at! the! sample! position.! The! detected! beam! is! normalised! to! a! monitor!
positioned!just!before!the!sample!space.!Full!polarisation!analysis!is!achieved!by!the!inclusion!of!a!
supermirror!analyzer!after!the!sample!position.!
The!reflected!neutrons!are!detected!either!by!a!3He!point!detector!or!a!one!dimensional!scintillating!
fibre!detector.!The!combination!of!the!timeOofOflight!technique!and!multiOdetector!ensures!that!both!
the!parallel!Qz!and!perpendicular!Qx!(to!the!surface!normal)!components!of!the!neutron!wave!vector!
are!obtained!in!a!single!measurement.!Typical!acquisition!times!are!of!the!order!of!4!hours!for!an!
entire!reciprocal!space!map.!
The! beamline! allows! for! multiple! sample! environments,! details! of! which! can! be! found! in! the!
following!references.1O3!!This!includes!liquid!troughs!(0!O!50!°C)!as!well!as!an!electromagnet!capable!
of!providing!an!inOplane!reversible!field!of!±4!kOe.!Temperatures!of!4!K!can!be!achieved!rapidly!(1!O!2!
hours)!by!the!use!of!an!Oxford!Instruments!continuous!flow!cryostat.!
1) http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/index.html!
2) Felici,!R.!et!al!“A'Polarised'Neutron'Reflectometer'for'Studying'Surface'Magnetism”,'Applied'
Physics'A:'Solids'and'Surfaces,!1988,!45,!169O174'!
3) Penfold,! J.,! Ward,! R.! C.,! Williams,! W.! G.“A' time' of' flight' neutron' reflectometer' for' surface'
and'interfacial'studies”,'Journal'of'Physics'E:'Scientific'Instruments,!1987,!20,!1411O1417 !
*

SURF:**
M.W.A.''Skoda
The! SURF! instrument! is! the! sister! instrument! of! CRISP! and! is! very! similar! in! layout.! With! a!
wavelength! range! of! 0.005! to! 0.5! AO1! and! a! nonOpolarising! supermirror! it! is! ideally! suited! for! the!
study! of! liquid! interfaces.! The! incident! beam! is! inclined! at! 1.5°! below! the! horizontal! and! can! be!
deflected!upwards!to!1.8°!(in!the!case!of!liquid!surfaces!with!the!aid!of!the!supermirror).!Like!CRISP,!
SURF! has! the! option! of! using! either! a! 3He! point! detector! for! outOofOplane! measurements,! or! a!
scintillating!fibre,!linear!detector!for!offOspecular!scattering.!

Schematic'of'the'main'beamline'components'on'the'SURF'instrument.'

!
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!
1)
2)
3)

The' application' of' specular' reflection' of' neutrons' to' the' study' of' surfaces' and' interfaces'
J'Penfold'and'R'K'Thomas'J.'Phys.'Condens.'Matter'1369V1412'(1990)'
SURF' V' A' second' generation' reflectometer;' D' G' Bucknall,' J' Penfold,' J' R' P' Webster' ICANS' 13'
Proceedings'(1996)'
http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/index.html'

*

INTER:!
INTER! benefits! from! an! optimized! guide! section! consisting! principally! of! an! m=4! bender! section!
allied! to! straight! m=3! supermirror! guides.! This! allows! the! transport! of! a! 60mm! wide! beam! of!
bandwidth!1Å!≤!λ!≤!15Å!to!the!sample!position.!Due!to!the!increased!angle!to!the!horizontal!(of!2.3°)!
and!the!larger!moderator!to!detector!distance,!the!instrument!detectors!are!out!of!lineOofOsight!of!
the!moderator,!reducing!intrinsic!background.!In!conjunction!with!the!reduced!background!from!the!
source,!INTER!employs!either!evacuated!or!Argon!gas!filled!flight!paths!from!the!final!guide!section!
to! sample! position! and! from! sample! position! to! detector,! further! reducing! the! instrument!
background! due! to! parasitic! scatter.! The! ability! to! collect! data! more! quickly! and! use! smaller!
substrates!also!enables!real!time!investigations!(dynamics)!on!short!(few!minutes)!time!scales.!

!
Schematic'of'INTER'
1) http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/index.html!
*

POLREF:*
POLREF!is!a!polarised!neutron!reflectometer!for!studying!the!inter'and!intra'layer!magnetic!ordering!
of!surfaces!and!thin!film!systems.!Its!design!has!been!optimized!to!the!spectrum!from!target!station!
2!to!make!maximum!use!of!the!wider!pulse!(0.5!ÅO!15!Å)!and!higher!incident!flux.!
The! magnetic! systems! it! is! designed! to! study! lie! at! the! heart! of! many! of! the! technological! devices!
that! are! now! being! developed! in! areas! such! as! computer! storage! media,! field! sensing! and! looking!
further! forward! such! fields! as! quantum! computation.! ! Polarised! Neutron! Reflectometry! (PNR)! is! a!
technique! well! matched! to! the! investigation! of! such! systems,! providing! unique! information! in!
absolute!depth!and!inOplane!magnetometry,!as!well!as!imaging.!The!predicted!gain!in!performance!
of! POLREF! (typically! a! factor! ×10)! over! the! existing! CRISP! reflectometer! on! the! first! target! station,!
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coupled! with! the! new! capability! for! highOangle! scattering,! flexible! sample! environment! and!
advanced!beam!polarisation!conditioning,!will!provide!a!worldOclass!facility,!which!will!lead!to!new!
insights!in!the!technologically!significant!area!of!thin!film!magnetism.!
1) http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/index.html!
!

OffSpec:*
OffSpec!is!a!polarised!neutron!reflectometer!optimised!to!provide!extremely!low!backgrounds!at!the!
expense!of!flux,!when!compared!to!INTER!and!PolRef.!It!provides!a!wavelength!band!of!1.5!O!14.5!Å!
and!is!able!to!measure!samples!with!full!offOspecular!polarisation!analysis!approximately!6!times!
faster!than!CRISP.!In!addition!to!routine!neutron!reflection!measurements!OffSpec!is!equipped!with!
a!spinOecho!system!which!enables!a!number!of!new!types!of!measurement!that!have!not!been!
previously!possible!at!ISIS.!These!measurements!use!the!neutron!spin!to!encode!the!path!of!the!
neutron!beam!as!it!travels!through!the!instrument!and!hence!allow!very!small!scattering!angles!to!
be!measured!while!still!using!a!high!flux!beam.!
Spin/Echo*SANS*(SESANS)*mode:*
SpinOEcho!SANS!is!a!form!of!USANS!as!it!allows!structures!from!
20!nm!to!20!µm!to!be!probed.!Such!large!length!scales!cannot!
be!measured!using!either!LOQ!or!SANS2D,!although!the!SESANS!
range! overlaps! well! with! these! two! instruments.! For! SESANS!
OffSpec! is! set! up! in! a! SANS/transmission,! geometry! and! the!
spinOecho! system! is! used! to! encode! either! the! vertical! or!
horizontal!plane.!The!technique!directly!yields!data!in!the!form!
of! a! oneOdimensional! projection! of! the! densityOdensity!
correlation!function.!
Spin/Echo*resolved*grazing*incidence*scattering*(SERGIS)*Mode:*
SERGIS!is!the!reflection!analogue!of!SESANS.!The!neutron!spin!is!
used! to! encode! the! neutron! beam! in! the! direction!
perpendicular! to! the! beam.! This,! in! turn,! yields! access! to! inO
plane! length! scales! in! the! range! from! 50! nm! to! 50! µm.!
Traditional! OffOSpecular! measurements! are! limited! to! probing!
length! scales! parallel! to! the! beam! direction! in! the! range!
approximately! 1! O! 50 µm.! SERGIS! may! be! compared! with!
grazing!incidence!SANS!(GISANS)!which!makes!use!of!a!pinOhole!
geometry! instead! of! a! broad! high! intensity! beam! to! measure!
similar!length!scales.!!
!
Other*Modes:*
In!Addition!to!SESANS!and!SERGIS!in!spinOecho!mode!OffSpec!can!also!perform!3!further!types!of!
measurements!these!are!

!
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1. Specular!reflection!from!macroscopically!wavy!or!curved!surfaces!
2. The!separation!of!offOspecular!and!specular!scattering!
3. Traditional!quasiOelastic!spinOecho!over!a!very!limited!Q!and!t!range.!
Further*Information*
Further!information!on!the!spinOecho!components!and!some!of!theory!being!developed!to!describe!
SERGIS!please!follow!the!following!two!links.!
http://repository.tudelft.nl/view/ir/uuid%3Aa9d3fda7O7833O42d6O9c18Odd07810ab75e/!
http://www.bonphysics.nl/DeHaan2007.pdf!
For!further!information!on!SESANS!please!visit!the!SESANS!site!at!the!University!of!Delft.!
http://www.tnw.tudelft.nl/live/pagina.jsp?id=68715280Oda24O4949Oa251O7e53c4e11695&lang=en!

*
Phase*2*Instruments:*
ZOOM:*
The!incident!neutron!beam!used!on!ZOOM!will!be!able!to!be!focussed!which!will!allow!very!small!Q!
values!to!be!obtained.!!This!QOrange!will!complement!that!of!SANS2D!which!is!optimized!for!higher!
QOvalues.!!Polarization!of!the!beam!will!also!be!possible!and!so!ZOOM!will!be!capable!of!performing!
polarized!SANS!(SANSPOL)!measurements.!!This!will!enable!the!bulk!magnetic!structure!of!materials!
to!be!probed!and!is!a!technique!not!currently!available!at!ISIS.!!!

*
LARMOR:*
Initially!LARMOR!will!be!constructed!as!a!purpose!built!SESANS!(SpinOEchoOSANS)!!beamline!with!the!
additional!capability!of!performing!ultraOhigh!real!space!resolution!Larmor!diffraction!measurements!
(~1x10O6!Δd/d,!where!d!distance!as!defined!in!Equation!1!above).!!!SESANS,!which!has!already!been!
demonstrated! at! ISIS! on! the! OffSpec! beam! line,! is! a! correlation! technique! that! gives! a! real! space!
distance! function! using! a! “straight! through! beam”.! This! allows! distances! to! be! probed! from! say!
100nm! to! tens! of! microns! without! the! flux! penalty! of! SANS! pinOhole! collimation.! The! MISANS!
technique!will!be!developed!in!the!second!phase!of!construction!and!this!will!allow!slow!molecular!
dynamics!to!be!measured!in!a!SANS!geometry.!
!
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